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People Pleased With
Military Pageant.

Make Report of Startling Dis-

SWEDEN TAKES DOWN IINOIN FLAG

ARKANSAS

COMMITTEE

Washington, D. C, Nov. 1. Inquiry
Into the operation of private refrigerator cars on the
railways was begun today by the Interstate commerce commission. The
cases In which hearings are being
held are directed by the commission
against the Santa Fe and Southern Pa
cific railways and the Armour car
lines; the Santa Fe Refrigerator Dispatch and the American Refrigerator
Transit company.
The principal witness today was J.
S. Leads,
general, manager of the
Santa Fo Refrigerator Dispatch, wh
gave startling testimony concerning
rebates and declared his inability to
break up the practice. The cars operated by the Santa Fe Refrigerator
Dispatch, said Leads, are owned 'by
the Santa Fe railway and are leased
by the dispatch line.

Chicago, Nov. 1. Charles J. Devlin,
bankrupt millionaire coal operator
and banker, died at Elizabeth hospital in this city today as the result
of a second attack of naralvsls.
He
suffered his first stroke last summer,
in Topeka, and this fact led to the
failure of his vast interests.

LEADS WAS

By Twelve American Men of Campaign
War

Massachsetts on
"Bob White."

Arranged in
Two Lines.

THOUSANDS

FOR ENTERTAINMENT

Annapolis. Md., Ncv. 1. A wireless
tiio3sape was received aboard the flagship Maine by Hear Admiral Evans,
commander-in-chie- f
of the North Atlantic fleet, from Rear Admiral Brown-son- ,
commanding the fourth division,
announcing the arrival late last night,
off Cedar Point, and later Admiral
Brownson joined the fleet.
His ships are anchored in a single
column outside the column formed by
the eight battleships composing the
first and second divisions. Until the
battleship Maine establishes wireless
communication with the British squadron, it is Impossible to predict the
exact hour of Prince Louis' arrival.
The British squadron will anchor Inside the double line of American war
ships so that Annapolis, looking out
to sea tonight, will have the unprecedented spectacle of three lines of
warslilps shretched across Chesapeake
bay at right angles to the entrance.
The nearest column will comprise
the four swift, armored cruisers commanded by Prince Louis. Four hundred yards further away will gleam
the lights of the eight mighty battleships that make up the strong right
arm of the American navy, and four
hundred yards further out will be four
armored cruisers.
The program of the day includes
officials calls of Prince Louis on the
commander-in-chief- ,
the superintendent cf the naval academy and the governor of Maryland, and the return of
the calls.
When Prince .Louis, of Battenberg,
who bears a special message from the
monarch of the British empire to the
president of the United States, set
loot on American soil, he was greeted with all 'honor due tils rank, by
Admiral Sands, superintendent of the
naval academy, and Governor War-fielof ..Maryland.
. .

i

THE NAVAL PROGRAM
MORE IN DETAIL.
Annapolis, Mil., Nov. L
Admiral
Evans came down from Hampton

Roads yesterday with the battleships
Missouri, Kearsage, Kentucky, Alabama, Illinois, Iowa, Massachusetts,
and his flagship, the Maine, and this
afternoon the British cruiser squadron
under the command of Prince Loula
of Battenburg, arrived here and was
received by the North Atlantic squadron In all the style that naval etiquette demands and American naval
The
officers are able to display.
prince was in high good 'humor and
so was Admiral Evans, and the Britishers were soon made to feel at
home. The British, fleet captains are
Charles H. Robertson, of the Cornwall, companion of St. Michael and
St. George, and a member of the Victorian order; Richard B. Farquhar, of
the Essex; Richard H. Peters, of the
Bedford, member of the Victorian order; Charles H. Dare, of the Berwick,
member of the Victorian order; Herbert C. King, of the Cumberland. The
British squadron will remain here until November 8th, when i; will sail
for New York. Prince Ixiuis will visit
Washington while 'his ships are lying
here, to receive the welcome at the
hands of the president.
The crews of Admiral Evans' squadron have been industriously accumulating a fund with which to entertain
the visiting sailors. They undertook
to raise, llo.OUO for this purpose, and
had many willing givers and have
gone down into their
themselves
jKjckets, remembering the great time
they were given by the English sailors at Portsmouth. The most of the
entertaining will be done In
New-York-

DEATH OF EDWARD
WALTER

in

SJl Tf--

GRANTED ONE
MORE MONTH'S LIFE.
Numerous
Boston, Mass., Nov. L
parties of sportsmen started early
this morning for the- rural

Armijo Must Show by What

ntrS Cavalry and Infantry Again Patrol the Capital.

THE

"TYRANT"

In the Provinces Butchery and Burning

Prevail as Before.

WRIT RETURNABLE

T,

St. Petersburg, Nov. L A light fall
of snow covered the city during the
night, but this morning a drizzling
rain helped dampen the ardor of the
crowds already exhausted by the demonstrations of yesterday.
The reappearance of patrols of horse
and foot soldiers also exercised a reMany railroad
straining influence.
employes are ready to return to work,
and those in favor of continuing the
struggle have difficulty in holding the
majority. Students and social democratic leaders, who continue to declare that only a democratic republic
will satisfy them, are warned that
this course will result only in armed
combats between the people and the
troops.
A score or more of meetings have
been announced for today. News from
the provinces show that the whole empire was plunged in the greatest excitement yesterday. Clashes and sanguinary encounters occurred in many
places. In some towns mobs obtained control and forced the release
of political prisoners. The Cossacks
were turned loose and beat the crowds
at Kazan, Kishineff, Kieff and other
places.

:
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KILLED
CONFLICTS IN ODESSA.
London, Nov. 1. A dispatch to a
agency from Odessa says that
new
mobs of rioters have broken loose in
various parts of that city and have
been In conflict with the students, resulting in much bloodshed. It is estimated that fully 100 persons have
been killed. There was a lull in the
fighting about 3 o'clock, but the people
are
fearing another
eruption.
IN

1

v

..

Judge Ira A.' Abbott ' in chambers
this morning issued the writ in the
quo warranto
proceedings
brought
against Sheriff I'erfecto
rmiJo by
counsel for Thomas S. Hubbell. The
writ orders Armijo to show by virtue
of what authority he holds the office
of sheriff of Bernalillo county and is
returnable on November 11.
There was no opposition made by
counsel for Armijo to the issuing of
the writ by the court. It Is expected
that Armijo and his counsel will answer the writ by producing the
of the governor appointing
him sheriff and will make the claim
that a vacancy existed at the time
of said appointment.
Counsel for Hubbell will then proceed on the grounds of whether the
governor bad any right to remove
Hubbell from office and the question
will then be before the court for decision. Attorney General George W.
Prichard has granted
Hubbell the
right to proceed in the quo warranto
proceedings in tho name of the terri- -

ONE HUNDRED

panic-stricke-

com-njssio- n

COSSACKS AGAIN AT
THEIR BLOODY WORK.
Kieff, Nov. 1. The populace seized
the town hall yesterday and revolutionary speeches were being delivered
to the crowd from the balcony, when
the Cossacks appeared. Some of the
people inside the building were armed and an engagement ensued, result
ing in many being killed and wound
prt nn
The CoRHfLkn
hnth sfHofl
finally routed the crowd and captured!1"
Taxpayers' 8uit Before Court
the building. After dark the Jewish
quarter was sacked. The bodies of! This afternoon Judge Abbott was
busy with the attorneys represented In
five persons
killed and forty-fivwounded were removed from the town the suit of the taxpayers of Beruailllo
county against the board of county
hall.
commissioners in which an injunction
COSSACKS DRIVE OFF MOB
was recently issued restraining tho
USING GUN8 AND WHIPS. commissioners from borrowing money
Minsk, Nov. 1. Crowds of people with which to carry on the business
in an attempt to storm a prison here of the court and pay the expenses of
Tho court was reconyesterday were beaten off by the Cos- the county.
sacks, who fired several volleys at the sidering some evidence previously inmob. Many persons were killed and troduced and which had been ruled
out.
many more were beaten with whips.
No Decision in Caledonian Case.
WARSAW FEELS GENERALLY
The court has not rendered its
DEPRESSED OVER SITUATION.
in the petition filed by the
Warsaw, Nov. 1. Disonders con- Santa Ke railway company and tho
tinue throughout this vicinity. Con- Colorado Fuel and Iron company,
flicts between the populace and sol- apainst the Caledonian Coal company
diers are frequent. The authorities of Gallup, asking thst the Caledonian
are charged with Ignoring the special company be forced to file a bill of
imperial manifesto, and a general
in Its big damage suit for
$1oi),immi against the railway company
prevails everywhere.
it ii
the Coloiado Fuel and Iron comIN CONFLICT WITH JEWS
pany, on the charge that the defendant
WAS GREAT SLAUGHTER. ail way company granted rebates to
M'".sa, ,'ov. 1. Conflict between the Colorado coal conif'v In an atCossacks and students continue. Dur- tempt to put 1Me Caledonian coal com- ing the fU'bting between tt.e roughs piiny out of business.
It will likely
ami the Jews in Dalnitskay street last.be several days before the court ren
persons were Killed
niwht, thirty-seveits derision
in the matter.
.
seriously wounded.
and eighty-on- e
PACKERS TO PAY FOR
RED FLAG DEMONSTRATION
MEAT INSPECTION.
DISPERSED WITH BLOOD.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 1.
The
Vitebsk, Russia. Nov. 1. Troops new order by tho Secretary of Agriwere employed to disperse the red culture, putting the cost of inspection
tla
demonstrations here yesterday. labels for meat on iho packers, goes
Seven persons were killed, among Into effect today. Tne department is
them being two Jews. Many persons also planning to extend the pystem of
were wounded.
inspection to the plants of many in'
dependent
packers.
MOB FIRES CITY HALL TO
e

MAY

.
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i
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ROMANCE ENDS IN

transaction of routine business, the
convention received a visit from
Major General William E. Mlckel, adjutant general and chief of staff of
General Stephen K. Lee, commander
of the U. D. C, and General,
V. L. Cabell of Dallas, Tex., com- de- mander of the
partment. The United Daughters of
the Confederacy and the Sons of
united- Confederate
Veterans were
greeted in social and fraternal relations.

HAPPY MATRIMONY

Providence, R. I., Nov. 1.
The
marriage of Miss May Amanda Harris,
f this city, and Randolph T. Odo, of
York City, was celebrated today,
as the result of a romance which
turned out as predicted. Their lore
affair had Its beginning In an illness
cr a m..e meuncea :r. uao
"
life. He is the sou of Adolph Ode a
In
wealthy wholesale t confectioner
The
West Broadway, New Yonc.
NATIONAL GUARD TAKES
father of Miss Harris, J. Gorman HarPART AT ALABAMA FAIR. ' ris, is a rich and prominent citizen of
The Providence. Young Mr. Ode, who is a
Rlrmlngnam, Ala., Nov. 1.
managers of the Alabama State Falri civil engineer, was attacked with Inassociation, with the officers of ma cipient tuberculosis, not long ago, and
n.hnn Hinv WOflt trt Colorado SoHegS. He did not
Votl,,.,l nnwA ..m.n
i 'mprove
Ju.. '
anii... m rotk Uniu :iat
prize
offered the attractive
'
.
....
.
.they
U
- ,. KI-B
ft- Iti uc wwu ooj
nn.
urn A..
cnose tor tne two military aays or tne
fair, for the liveliest kind of interest' Harris and some of his eastern
.
was awakened, and the attendance to- menus.
win you goi asKeu mr.
An
day, which is the first of these days, Ode's mother of Miss Harris.
While the affirmative reply was given, and Mrs.
was beyond precedent.
sbatn battle will not take place until Ode and Miss Harris hastened to Colotomorrow, the drilling today 'present- rado, where, under the shadow of
ed many attractive features and kept Pike's Peak, and largely through the
up the Interest of the spectators until young woman's nursing, Mr. Ode rapColorado
the last move was made, and the last idly regained his health.
drill executed. The companies pitch- Springs will be the objective point of
ed their tents inside the race track, the honeymoon tour.
the entire s.pace being cleared for the
The MISSIONARIES GATHER AT
evolutions of the companies.
NASHVILLE TODAY.
drill grounds for company maneuvers
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 1. The conare each 350x250 feet. Three United
States officers acted as Judges of the ference of the third district of the
drills. A dozen companies from Mo- Domestic and Foreign Missionary SoMontgomery,
bile, Birmingham,
ciety of the Protestant Episcopal
and other cities, competed in church, assembled here today. The
the drills and some of the maneuvers attendance was large, and Is drawn
were executed with remarkable dash. from every town in the district, w'nlch
embraces the dioceses of Maryland,
MARINES TAKE CHARGE
Kaston, Washington, Virginia, SouthAT
PEKIN.
LEGATION
OF
ern Virginia, West Virginia, North
United States Carolina, East Carolina, Lexington,
Pekln, Nov. 1.
marines, today took charge of the Kentucky and Tennessee, and the misUnited States legation In this city, sionary district of Ashevllle.
Each
relieving the soldiers who have here- diocese is represented 'by its bishop,
tofore protected it. The change was and hundreds of other prominent
made at the request of Minister Rock-hil- l. church workers.
The guard of the legation consists of three officers and one hund- CIVIL SERVICE EXTENSION
IN STATE OF ILLINOIS.
red enlisted men of the marine corps,
one medical officer of the United
Chicago, 111., Nov. 1.
Tho civil
States navy and two men of the hos- service of the state is very largely
pital corps of the navy. The men extended today. No less than twenty-tw- o
were taken from tho marine corps In
hundred employes in seventeen
the Philippines, and are under the charitable institutions are put under
command of Captain Harry Lee.
civil service rules today for the first
time. They are divided Into seven
MACKAY WILL RAISE
classes, medical, clerical, nursery and
BLOODED HORSES. teaching service, skilled and unskilled
Lexington, Ky., Nov, 1.'
Clarence laborers and miscellaneous. The care
H. Mackay took possession today of of the insane is specially provided
the famous Kingston stud farm, form- for.
erly owned by Baker & Gentry, and
will at once remove bis select stud to
Spelter.
Kentucky. It comprises many valuSt. Iouis, Mo., Nov.
1.
Spelter,
able stallions and brood murgs.
weak, 1(1.0214.
-

Authority He Holds Office
of Sheriff.

rrlv

GREAT WHITE PLAGUE.
London, Nov. 1. The national committee, engaged in the fight against
the Great White Plague, callqd together by the Princess Christian, is
gathered in a great meeting to consider what measures can be taken to
further the work in which they are
engaged. The tidings from workers
and or th progress of the work are
encouraging, and it Is desired to increase these effects of good and .intelligent work, so the mayors of cities
In the United Kingdom have been called to meet with the national committee. A quarter of a million of dollars
will be raised to provide a sanatorium on a site which h:is been secured
in Kent. King Edward is vitally In
terested in the work.

in Equitable,
Which Legislative

trans-Mississip-

GEHRlG

11--

OF QUO WARRANTO

LITTLE IMPROVEMENT YET SEEN

.

Edward Walter Gcliriim, the young-e- t
sun of Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas
Gehring. of
South Third street,
1
died this morning after an il.ncss extending over three weeks, death resulting from a complication of typhoid
and spinal meningitis.
lever
' Eddie," as be was familiarly known
to his playmates, was born in this
city, September 12, 111. ami was a
trifle over fourteen years of ago at
the time of his death.
Before he was taken sick be was a
student at the Central high Fchool.
where he wns in the ninth grade ami
an exceptionally blight scholar.
his parents, four sisters. Mrs.
Herbert Flelden of Los Angeles. Mrs.
Cyril Stern of San Bernardino. Cal.,
May GUiring, who is the bookkeeper
for the Singer sewing machine office
here, ami Hazel Gehrlng, who attends
school, and one brother, diaries Gehrlng, of El Paso, survive him.
The arrangements for the funeral
have not vet been completed but will
be held from St. John's Episcopal
church at a date to be set later.

COURT ISSUES WRIT

OTHER THAN IN ST. PETERSBURG

QUAIL

ARE FIGHTING THE

coveries

Ar-!na- v'

The-,unio- n

and hunters throughout the
In the field early to get a
"Bob White." The open season begins
today, and the hunters begin with iU
Every, train that went out of the city
carried hunters with guns all 'burnished, and accoutrements glittering,
and dogs, excited and anxious for the
frav. Shots were heard bright and
. th
in all tho country towns,
sportsmen peppered away at the
birds. The slaughter is already re- ported very great, and the hunters!
are expected to return with full bags.
It is hoped that the taking off of the
month of October from the open season has increased the number of quail,
as they had become very scarce up
to last year, the long open season
giving the hunters a great advantage
over the birds. The severity of the
last two winters also contributed to
the thinning out of the birds.

EXPERTS

San Francisco, Nov. 1. The voting
machine to be used at the coming municipal election November 7, was
given a test yesterday, before a com
mittee representing the fusionists. A
linotype operator on
newspaper
showed that by placing a small rubber band in a certain place near the
name for fusion in.ivnr the mnrhlnn
I
A MICHIGAN SON IS IN
Would mil readier tnr mnvnr thoni-T-l
THE NAVY DEPARTMENT. It would register votes for all of the
Washington, D. C, Nov. L T. H. other candidates.
Newberry, of Detroit, Mich., today!
took the oath of office as assistant 8TARTLING REPORT MADE
A
TO THE EQUITABLE.
secretary of the navy, and at once as- New York, Nov. 1. The expert,
sumed the duties of his office.
accountants employed last June by'
President Morton, of the Equitable
CONFEDERATE VETERANS
GATHER AT LITTLE ROCK.1 Life, have completed their work and
Little Rock, Ark., Nov. 1.
The 'reported. The findings are said to
surprised even those who
United Confederate Veterans of
are here in force in response Pwted discoveries not touched upon
to the call issued by Pan W. Jones, lby tne Investigating committees. The
major general commanding the Arkan-- 1 rePort
nt be mad public until
sas division, and have assembled in jafter the next meeting of the directors.
.
the hall of the house of represents- -

trans-continent-

SWEDEN ALSO PARTS
WITH OLD UNION FLAQ.
flag
Stockholm, Nov. 1.
was struck throughout Sweden this
morning, and the new flag hoisted to
the accompaniment of salutes, ringing of church bells and the parade of
troops.

CONFEDERATES

INSURANCE

..

!

I

n,

TERRITORIAL MOUNTED POLICE
ARREST ALLEGED WIIITECAPS

di-r-

,

SMOKE

INSTITUTE
ASSEMBLES IN CLEVELAND.
., Nov. 1.
The
Cleveland,
of the Interdenominational Missionary institute opened today in the
Kuclid Avenue Baptist church, with a
"
large assemblage of missionary workk
Mil
Ill
ers from all over Ohio, and many
TV''UU- - Stiuor tucta. oi SI. rulers- Tbi w a T.lr tnre f r..nn-- l
from other states. Prominent repreiiepotl
,m, llm LU'sentative from the Presbyterians, burS. who is in command of the Cos,Jt,"s
(Methodists, Baptists and missionarhaj Just inserted an advertisement lu aU oI the, u ult",uwS ea.'en to
wlU Ua
ariuabea, win
ies from Cuba, Africa, China and the effect that in cae of rioting. th u"
other countries are here and will take
u
riuuiM.il y iiiins in DiauK car; nUjJ''S.
4i
an active part in the deliberation of I
Trepoff was formerly governor g
alien ..e tabued
iui. of Mom-ow.
i
cos&srence.
tk tltl of "butcher."
ses-sion- s

Ut-"t'-

NEW YORK CAMPAIGN BECOMING
WARM

i

r

1

IN ATTACKS

1.
Two campaign
hich resulted In the tearing
down of two
banners and1
ANNUAL FLOWER EXHIBIT
AT GLEN COVE, L. I. caused considerable excitement among
The first thousands of people, occurred lu two,
Glen Cove, L. L, Nov. 1.
annual flower exhibition of the town different sections of the city today,
and a largo section of surrounding during the noon hour. The banners
Umg Island began today with a good were similar to those ordered down by
"lection of Mayor McClellan last night red flags,
attendance and a fine
Heartt
flowers, for which this section is (supported by a
noted. There is a lively contest for and American flag, with supporting
and un- the silver run HireaentM by Mrs. har.4, mi'ked 'McClellan,
"L'nur which
der each the query:
Pfrey Chubb, for the bent twenty-fouIfcufr:
uiw Amvriiiu
Is bulb tatx
Urybauttiuiauuis.

New York, Nov.

Incidents

w

hand-labele-

,

The latest depredation of the band
was the cutting of L'.'i miles of wire
fence on the Bell ranch, owned by an

English cattle company.
This fence
followed another piece of tho
same sort of work, when between
seven an il ti n miles were cut.
The
whit reaps had posted
notices on
fences and walls throughout the section, threatening death to any person
daring to Interfere with them.
The
cattlemen called on tho territory for
assistance, and Rangers Dudley,
and Meyers were ordered to go
after the bunch and make as many arrests ns possible.
Dud.ey left home on September IS,
expecting to be away four days. Thu
job took him and his comrades six
weeks, but it was successful. They
came to the rut fences shortly after
the work hal been done. The wires
had lin n cut between every two posts,
and in many caces the posts bad been
cut dow ii with axes. From the horse
tracks it was determined that there
were sixteen iu the bunch. It was
suspected that some Mexican squatters living on the ranch had done the
work, and urpon information secured
in various c!eer ways, a roundup
aecoiuplishod
was successfully
eight arrests were made. The suspects
j.
are In Jail charted with fence
a serious c?p".

rutting

Mc-Gra- th

anti-Hear-

'

e

OUT GOVERNOR.

Tver, Russia, Nov. 1. During the
rlotlnt? here yesterday the governor
and mayor, with the aid of city employes, barricaded themselves Inside
of the city ball to prevent the progress of th mob. Dragoons were
summoned, but they were beaten off
by the mob, which proceeded to sot
fire to the building? The troops later
obtained the upper land.

MISSIONARY

Special to The Citizen:
Alamogordo, N. M., Nov. 1. W, E.
Dudley, a member of the New Mexico
mounted police, who returned to his
home here' today after having been
on duty for six week?, tells an interesting story of the work of alleged
whitecaps in San Miguel and Giiada-loupcounties and the results of a
campaign by the mounted police after
them.

I

1

ON HEARST

flag was reverently treated,
the
red flag was trampled into the ground,
Mayor McClellan
today expressed
disapproval of tho use of the red
flag ami also directed the Tammany
speakers that ttu y must not be guilty
of personal
abuse of any oppodug
candidate.
Charles F. Murphy, leader of Tammany hall, said today that. Tammany
was
responsible for the flags.
not
"We have nothing to do with them,"
put
said Marphy. "Those Hags
u
by bu&iuestf meu."
w--

al

cut-tin-
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UAPQOODS (Inc.), Brain

will ba delivered in the
Tub Evsnino Crm
batr at tha low rate of 20 centa par week, of for &
pasta par month, whan raid monthly.

Broken

ply Chemical Building, St. Loulf
WANTED
I i!.D-i'- i
v
'n.r'.lvrs. Private family.
;
South Hrnadway.
WANTi:i Clean rata. inquire
The Citizen otlice.
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Money
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Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
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graph
your ad with the
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BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can sectire it for you by a small
want ad. in Tll8 Evening Citizen. It ocly costs

DO

i

CITIZEN.

EVEKINO

ALHUQUEKQUE

PAGE TWO.

v

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

4

on

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and ar high
as $200.00. Loans a,e quickly made
One
private.
Time:
and strictly
month to one year given. Good remain In your possession. Our rates
re reasonable. Call and see as be
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
Steamship tickets to and from all
pans or the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES.
THE

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

OF

ALEUQUEFGUE.

H.

Y.

THE PRINCE AND HIS HOSPITAL.
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION AND
sla, has lor some years been governor
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
appears
to have
of Sultan Ahod. He
CAPITAL, $150,000.00
t
shown rare executive ability ami hns
wages. C. A. Hudson.
Ja.1 tartar and remittance ahould be addreeaed tc
hern given the complimentary title of
A.N 1 KIV Teacher for Kelly school.
Kzeil es Sultan (the arm of the kin.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Cmtn Pi'BLMniNO Company. Drmfu.
Zimmerly, Kelly,
K. M.
Address,
postorTtce
governor
express
money order
ka.
and
For two years he has been
SOLOMON LUNA, President;
M.
N.
I
payable
general of he province of Ghilan.
to the order of the
t ba made
w S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson, Assist. Cashier;
PROjkSSHN
chlldrens'
tewing;
Plain
WANTED
provAnions his improvements in that
wm. Mcintosh
georgf apmox
solomon luna
clothing a specialty. . No. 619 West
ince Is a modern hospital whicn cm
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
O. P. rpnuwri i
OUR TILlPHONia
avenue.
Railroad
persons.
This
accommodate about
Is
A
sale,
Is
something rare for Persia. He
WANl'ED
second hand
Bell 15.
automatic 183.
DENTISTS.
weighing from 5'i0 to 700 pounds.
said to govern impartially without refDEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
office.
tuts
Inquire
at this
been
to race or creed, and
Surgeon.
Dental
Although only 22, Prince Abol Fazl erence
A HOT TIME.
Is'vcry
well
introducing reforms. He
WANTED A bright wrl who can
Out of the city until October 24, or
Mirza, fourth son of the Shah of Per- - educated.
sew on a sewing machine. Inquire ater.
at Imperial laundry.
OF
BOSS
KHILKOFF,
PRINCE
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. .
Girl lor cooking. Inquire
WlNTE1
Office hours
No. 3uf Railroad avenue
IS HAVING ONE AT
WOSCOW,
OOO" 0C'00C-o
JO a. m. to U:Si p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to I
of Mrs. H. S. Rodey, b2 Kent avePRESENT.
nue, corner of Eighth street.
m. Telephone 462. Appointments made
WANTED Telephone operator at Ho- - by mall.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
Prince Khilkoff, prefect of Moscow,
len, N. M. Inquire room 18, N. T.
LAWYERS. .
ia a Russian statesman occupying a
building,
Albuquerque.
Armijo
not berth. It is tip to him to quell the
Bernard S. Rodey.
WANTED
Ladies to bring their hair
Officers and Directors.
Albuquerque,
turbulent outbreaks in his city, which;
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All ATTORNE
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD3
M.
Prompt
N.
attention given to all
President
kinds done to order. 113 Iron ave business pertaining
M. W. FLOURNOY
to the profession.
Vice President
nue
Will practice In ail courts of the terri
FRANK
McKEE
Cashier
To Tiny
a small valley tory and before the United Btates laM
WANTED
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
Fights on Bosses, Independence of a hard and fust custom In Massachufarm, about twenty acres, with all nflies.
H. F. RAYN0LD3
Director
convenient buildings and fruit trees.
Voters, Attacks on Negro Franchise, setts for the lieutenant governor to
Ira M. Bondt
governor.
Horace, this office.
W, Si V street, N.
ATTOKN ET AT-iA
Municipal Ownership and an Unique succeed the
U. S. DEPOSITORY.
J
x! r
Pe slons, lands,
W., Washington, i.
Gentlemen s second-hanWANT El)
Situation.
copyright, cavlats, letter pat- The campaign now in progress in
clothing. No. 615 South First street, patents,
marks, claims.
,
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
Virginia Is interesting only In that
south of viaduct. Send address and nta. trade
Washington, D. C, Oct. 31. Never It is the first waned since the negro
R. W. D. Bryan.
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
$250,000.00
Albuquerque,
ATTORNE
in the history of politics were there vote was eliminated by constitutional
MALE HELP WANTED.
N. M. Office, First, national Bank build
so many unusual situations as are pre- amendment.
The republican party of
Depository for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
sented in the half dozen state cam Virginia is now a "white - man's WANTED Men to learri barber trade. ing.
An
College,
Los
System
Dobson.
E.
W.
Moler's
progress.
party. The vote will show what the
paigns now iu
ATTORNET-AT-LACrom- Offlce
geles.
(and anti- - republicans can ti when the camN. M
lerquo.
well
Albu
block.
race
Issue.
crime are the dominant notes in many paign is freed from the
FOR RENT
John H. Stlngle.
states. In none of them do the terms
Koonis with board. 315
ATTORNET-AT-LAuk
hum
Suite 1, N. T.
New
carry
"Republican" or "Democrat"
The municipal campaign in
street
South
Third
Armljo building, Albuquerque. N. M.
any particular weight. Efforts to lug York City is as notable as any in its
OR RENT
Nice room, everything
iu national issues haveproved ludi protest against political bonslsm and
ARCHITECTS.
new and pleasant. 415 North Sec
graft. The independent run being
crous.
street.
ond
F. W. Spencer and V. O. WallingThe campaign in Pennsylvania Is a made by State's Attorney Jerome, who
will, If it FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms; ford, rooms
rings,
Beginning
political
Barnett building,
with
veritable
defies
"thriller."
both
'
- ,
A n, gentlemen preferred. No. 619 West Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phone.
the revolt of the Philadelphia citizens succeeds, set a pace in other cities.
OF ALBUQUERQUE
Railroad avenue.
against Hie effort of the gang to sadAside from Jerome's race the most
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
dle dollas gas on them for 50 years significant thing in the New York FOR RENT 'Nicely furnished room;
conveniences. No Invalids desired
to come, the feeling has been .getting campaign is the increasing strength
D. F. MACROLLING.
No. 702 East Railroad avenue.
hotter and hotter against the corrupt of the municipal ownership prapost
Civil engineering, surveying and
CAPITAL
$100,000.00
apparent
e
practices of the republican ring, until tion. Already It is becoming
place on the drafting, 209 Railroad avenue. AutoFOR RENT A
PRINCE KH ILK OFT.
DEPOSITS
now the state is in the midst of a that Hearst is a more important tau
r..... $250,000.00
extension of Fourth avenue. Ad matic 'phone 740.
ta now tn,e center of a powerful revo political revolution which will result tor than Iven3, the regular republican
dress, Tom, The Citizen office.
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.
In the election of an Independent or machine nominee, and it need cause FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
lutionary organization.
We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
on
citizens' ticket in Philadelphia, and no great surprise if he polls mtpre
Khilkoff once drove a locomotive
in a desirable location. 210 South
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
A. L. Morgan.
votes.
an American railway, and later, as may even elect a democrat
While It was taken as an aspreferred
street.
Gentlemen
Walter
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
candidate for state treasurer. sured thing a short time ago that FOR RENT Two elegant rooms, suit- AND
the czar's, minister of railways, earn
BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
the right to be called the greatest rail The latter possibility is brought about Mayor George B. McClellan would be
Automatic
furnished;
sollcted.
work
Job
able for man and wife. 415 North
way builder in the world
by the failure of the Enterprise Nathis confidence has been
.724; shop 11 North Second street,
O. N. MARRON, President. D. A. McPHERSON, Vice President
Spcond street. Board If preferred, 'phone
Albuquerque. N. M.
He constructed the Siberian rail tional bank, of Allegheny, Pa., fol- shaken somewhat by the evident
J. B. HERNDON. Cashier. ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.
rooms
for
KENT
Furnished
FOR
v
way, and during the recent war su lowing the suicide of Its cashier, and strength of the radical forces which
PHYSICIANS.
cor
airy,
Large
housekeeping.
and
perlntended
the transportation of disclosing the fact that state funds find a rallying center in William R.
ner of Sixth street and Railroad
troops and supplies over the entire to the amount of over a million dol- Hearst.
,
C. H. Cenner, M. D., D. O.
avenue.
line.
lars was loaned by the bank to
physician and surgeon.
Osteopathic
In
Apartments
Park
FOR RENT
CUT-OF- F
of Osteo.
TO BE OPEN
View terrace, eight rooms each President New Mexico Board
successfully
All
diseases
ELKS TO INVITE
H. pathy.
modern equipment throughout.
In Ohio the revolt against Boss Cox
IN SIX MONTHS
Offllce
Barnett building.
treated.
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
The
Plumbing & Heating Co.
EXALTED RULER of Cincinnati is similar to the revolt
9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
Hours.
against republican machine rule and
FOR RENT Nicely furnished flats phones. Sunday by appointment.
IN
political thieving in Philadelphia. A BRIDGES
COURSE OF EREC
and rooms for housekeeping. Also 3
I. H. COX. Manager.
THE EL PASO ORDER MAKING AR national Interest has been lent to the
room flat with piano. Apply Mrs,
IN
TEN
ABO CANYON
TION
FALL TERM.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
of
viaduct
Norrls,
E.
K.
end
east
DEDICATE fight, on this local boss by the apTO
RANGEMENTS
MILES OF TRACK COMPLETED
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixpearance of Secretary Taft on the
cor. Iron ave. and John st.
Albuquerque Business College Opeps
NEW HOME ON ANNIVERSARY
tures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
EAST OF EPRIS.
stump, denouncing the most powerful
REN"T
Newly furnished rooms
Monday, SeptemDer 4, isuo.
FOR
OF LODGE ORGANIZATION.
Imss of his own party in his own state.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
als: one large unfurnished, corner
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Colo. 'Phone, 234
Eng
Typewriting,
Called In to help the republican
rtxitn, suitable for office or other ship, Shorthand,
Chief Engineer James Dun, of the
According to present arrangements ticket, Secretary Taft shocked the Santa Fe, who arrived In the city last
wise.
Garcia building. Fifth and lish, Spanish and Mecnanieai urawthe dedication of the new Elks home politicians beyond measure by his night from a t rip of inspection over
Railroad avenue.
will take place on the anniversary of bold declaration that he could not the Santa Fe cut-ofDAY AND EVENING StSSIUN.
said that work FOR RENT Two sunny, beautifully
the organization of the lodge. This vote for Cox.
For particulars call or address
on the cut-of- f
was progressing very
and
rooms,
eastern
(J "OLD RELIABLE"
with
furnished
,
ESTABLISHED 1878
will be next February, says the El
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
There is no real partisan allignment satisfactorily, and that trains would
southern exposure, in private home
Secretary.
O.
R.
8TOLL.
Paso News.
and It now appears a toss up wether probably be running over the road
Bath. No. 315 West Lead avenue.
L- a- Work on the repairs and improve- Derrick or Pattison will be elected from Belen to Texico by April 1 next
Library building, East Railroad ave 0
FOR 6ALE
nue.
ment of the building will commence governor. The real isues are liquor year.
allMiut the mid lie of next mouth by and party
Pattison, the
bosslstn.
Mr. Dun spent a week going over FOR SALE A deer and a doe. In
A8SAYER3.
quire at this office.
which time the children now attend- democratic candidate, Is supported by the new road. One Iron bridge girder
ing the old Central school will be in- many prohibitionists
which means is already in position on bridge No, FOR SALE Two fine residence lot
CORBET & COLLINS.
many republicans and Herrick. the 1. in Abo canyon, and others will be
stalled in their new quarters.
on South Arno
street. Address Civil and Mining Engineers. United
It is, therefore, expected that the republican candidate, is supported
Rex, this office.
one
position
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
placed
the
In
of
rate
at
proposed improvements on the fordemocrats, who are influenced a day. Two weeks will see the rock FOR SALE Rooming house, of
ASSAYERS.
mer building will be completed and by the brewing and distilling
completed.
all
rooms, close In, $700. Inquire, 21 East aide of Plaza. Santa Fe, N. M.
Grade
work
work
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
the' structure ready for occupancy by
along the line is well advanced, and
West Railroad avenue.
In the Southwest.
ESTATE.
REAL
the anniversary day of the order.
Is
built east of FOR SALE Five room house, new
ten miles of road
The occasion of the Elks entering
Another state In which there is a Eprls, the point where the cut-of- f
Highlands; $2,350. Inquire at 21
their new home will therefore be fight to destroy a machine boss Is crosses the Rock Island.
FARM AND
West Railroad avenue.
a
doubly important, and an elaborte Maryland. Here Is a fight to down
Mr. Dun was accompanied by C. H FOR SALE Three good lots, located
GILCHRIST,
B.
H.
program will be prepared to eeleibrate Senator Arthur P. Gorman. The of- Sharp, of thiav Lantry Sharp Construe
V
near the shops cn the west side, at
ALBUQUERUE. N. M. Q
Real Estate and Insurance.
the event.
fices to bo filled are auite unimuor- - tion company, which has a large por
Money to Ixan.
a bargain. Write J. B. C, this of
- 6narv
An effort will be made to secure;,.,.., ,
nas developed tion of the grade and rock work con
flee.
215 West Railroad Avenue.
the attendance of Grand Exalted Ruler i(m.r ,ne adoption of a constitutional tracts.
A handsome
Hardman
FOR
SALE
Robert Brow n to deliver an address amendment to disfranchise the negro,
the
for
Sharp
left
lr. Dun and Mr.
piano, in fine condition and almost
and take part In the dedicatory ex-- senator Isador Ravner lias come out east this morning on train No.
in
new, at a bargain.
Ftir part leu
erclses.
against the amendment, and Gorman, Mr. Dun's private car.
lars, call at this office.
WILLING HELPERS
Ins colleague, stands
in
its favor.
Moth are democrats, so there is a facFOR SALE Driving and riding pony
STATUE FINISHED.
WAY
THIS
TOWN
YOUR
TREAT
tional party fight.
with saddle.
Also
rubber tired
t
buggv with canopy and one set o:
About l'J per cent of the popula-ti:What's the use of a helper if
COM
HAS
DUMAREST
FATHER
of Mar land is negro; but the
he Isn't willing? Willingness Is harness. Very cheap. Inquire No.
take the safe side
Praise it.
ti,
an ample mantle which will al- flaJs. South Second street.
Improve it.
PLETED THE STATUE OF ST Pot amendment would also take the
Just now we have all the reasons to
T
most cover all the sins of serrTalk about it.
FOR SALE Piano, horse, buggy and
JOSEPH FOR THE CHURCH AT voting privilege from many of thebe in doubt about the weather it may
foreign Isun population on an eduice.
But a classified advertisec
Be public spirited.
harness, phonograph, sewing machange any time to winter.
I, ,,!,, (..! It
,IU.,. t ai.iilv
U0 wr-Ament iu The Evening Citizen Is a V
a home pride in it.
seven room
Take
chine,
furniture
for
willing helper that Is not only
in the youth as the "rand-fatherIt's wise to be on the safe
Tell of its natural advantages.
house, bed clothes and rugs, cook-InFather Dumaiest has completed a lit knownclause,
which is framed to Tell of its good business resources
for
btatuary
of
piece
of all kinds. Leaving f absoultely competent, but also Is
side from now on, so get
utensils
most beautiful
perMUis who were
Trade In it.
nml must bo sold at once. Every- 4 a willing worker. It works all
the Cat In lie church at Las Vegas, reach colored
w ill be en
the time for you. It Is the best
Cse strangers well.
thing cheap. t;i8 West Fruit
says the Gallup Republican. The sub- slaves. If Gorman wins lie
to come as the
and most economical publicity In
Support Its institutions.
ject is t. Joseph holding the infant trenched for yearsboss;
he"
If
loses he
the world.
Help its public officers.
Christ. The statue is of plaster of supreme political out finally
LOST.
Help others who help you.
t
Paris and is nearly life size. The will be down and
No Clinkers,
Don't say It's on the bum.
LOST Horse a;nl saddle; gray horse,
workmanship is wonderlully well
New
Tailor Shop.
papers.
very
in
a
;
by
Is
Advertise
its
csh-uCo-there
In
being
handled
stamped
In
Massachusetts
saddle; steer
the subjtct
No
"A. J. Morelll, the well known tailor
Consider above self.
seat. Finder return to the Trimble has reopened
Father Duma'est with a consummate odd political situation. The campaign
ehop
on
North
a
tailor
in
it.
trade
to
Induce
others
art,
two
candidates
whom
only
livery
between
the
really
reward.
belongs
is
to
and receive
skill that
No Smoke,-NFirst street, where he Is ready to
That puts you on the safe
Don't call its best citizens frauds.
is Intuitive, and the execution of this for lieutenant governor. This grows
and
press
repair
ladles'
and
clean,
Big
Herald.
(Tex.)
Springs
become
has
a
it
It
plane
Mother.
Son
without
side
Lost
a
on
that
of
doubt
puts
him
the fact
0
piece of work
out
gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Good
Muss.
"Consumption runs in our family, Patronage of former
gives you the best fuel
with the best sculptors la the country.
customers
be
Vegas
will
my
mother,"
Lus
lost
Tho church at
and timing)! it
for furnace or grate.
greatly beautified in lis inteilor by
writes K. H. Reid, of Harmony, Me.
o
ORDER FROM
however,
work.
years,
"For the past five
the addition i this
Man's Unselfishness
on the slightest sign of a Cough or
Recently Father Dumarest 'has comz
But
Cold, I have- taken Dr. King's New is often as great as woman's.
pleted a plaque', the subject of which
m
Mgr. of the "Repub
Austin,
S.
Thos.
blanwhich
weaving
Discovery
woman
a
Consumption,
is a NavaoJ
for
SO
not
Leavenworth,
lud.,
was
lican,"
of
in
complete
lung
trouble."
is
subject
has Mive, me serious
ket, and the
unreasonable, when he refused to
sC
its minutest details, und depicts In a Innocent Indulgence Often Brings Trouble J. II. O'Reilly His mother's death was a sad loss for allow
the doctors to operate on his
Navajo
Mr. Reid, but he learned that, lung
dear manner how the famous
trouble must not be neglected, and wile, for female trouble. try"Instead,
blankets are made.
& Co., Offers Means of Escape.
Electric
how to cure it. Quickest relief and he says, "we concluded to
should this exceptionally talented
My wife was then so sick,
Tim consequences of violating phy- bismuth subgallate, which is superior cure f ir toughs and colds. Price Due Bitters.
young man decide to place wimo of
hardly leave her bed, and
WE FILL
bis work on the eastern market, he sical law are olteu unpleasant as the to all other remedies lor stomach and $l.iiii; guaranteed at all druggists. she could
I.
und tonics Trial bottle free.
five (5) physicians had failed to rewould undoubtedly find a demand for breaking of a moral rule. The Inno- troubles, cerium oxalate,
Bitactaklug
Electric
the
promote
RIGHT
After
which
PRESCRIPTIONS
brings1
correctives
lieve
her.
and
indulgence
of
never
Navajo
as
pieces,
cent
the
his art
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
ters, she was perfectly cured, and can
a study for consequences that amount to real suf- tion of the digestive organs, strength
Opened
has, to any extent, be-now perform all her household dupainters and the fering, indigestion Ik not natural; it en the whole digestive tract, and make NEW ROOMING AND
kculptors and
At Consistent Pricts
203 W. Railroad
ties." Guaranteed by all druggists,
plaques anil statuettes deliniating the is not right: it should not be. J. H. it possible to cat what you like and
BOARDING HOUSE
you
price
50c.
eslike.
when
of
a
&
means
O'Rielly
Co.
offers
much
would
attract
Indian
life of tho
Nice,
solicited.
Your patronage
Ask J. II. O'Reilly & Co. to show
of cape lu
tablets that is simple
attention, and Father Dupiarest
WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
you tho guarantee under which they clean rooms.
Gallup would become as famous with and practical.
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
VIRGINIA MAESTAS.
nothing
uules
composed
sell
are
simple
cilri
tablots
Remington
Theso
Frederick
as
his Navajos
r11
6'i3 South First etrewt. PLANING MILL.
ci'-- !
with bis Sioux, Apaches and cowboys. of such valuable uiodiciuul a.gcuU a It cures. The
M
abaa libra will confer a favor by notifying uiamanediatelr on any
of the paper.
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Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

i

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

1,

ALliUDUEKQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

1905.

usual winter prestige the coming

BIG DOINGS AT

Uncle Josh" .Tonight

and

The Chaperons"
Thursday.
FRIDAY

PICTURES

sea-

son.

THEATRE THIS WEEK

AND SATURDAY

' Undo Josh Spruceby," (he best of
the many rural plays now, being pre-

The small run of 15,000 sheep and
lambs last week were taken at sharply
higher prices. The supply today Is
8,M)0. The market on sheep Is steady,
but lambs are alout luc lower. Colorado lambs sold today at $7.50, not
quite as good as the $7.63 lambs of
last week. Packers buy everything,
and some G5iound lambs, usually
purchased by feeders, were taken by
a packer today at $6.35. Utah ewes,
weighing 94 pounds, sold at $5 today,
line few ewes are bring $5.25 to $3.50.
Colorado yearlings sold v today
at
$5.75 to $fi, and wethers Inst week at
$5.50. Native lambs
reached $7.75
last week and $7.f.5 today. Prices
;re generally $1.50 to $1.73 higher
thin at this time last year, or In
other words, ewes and wethers are
selling higher now than lambs were
at 'that time. The very small run
here Is responsible for the extra high
prices, and 1 lie market might undergo a readjustment If receipts increase
materially.
higher here
It is now
than at other points.

the different cities, will lie
Feen at the Elks' theater tonight. This
iroduction is said to he different from
ell others, as it contains much com-cdas well as pathos, and the realistic saw mill scene Is said to he the
most exeitine and Intense effect ever
produced.
The scenes of the play
are laid In Vermont and New York,
which gives ample opportunity
for
STOCK SALES
ixrtraylng the simple rustic characters In the country, as'weM as the
many incidents
that hefall simple Sopcial CorresKndence.
country folk who visit the metropoKansas City, Mo., Oct. 27. Followlis.
ing were some sales of Panhandle and
City
New Mexico cattle at Kansas
this week.
"THE CHAPERONS" TOMORROW
Monday, October 23.
Stock
Yards company, Amarillo.
One of the special attractions of Texas, 47 calves, 204 pounds, $4; 20
big
company that will present calves, 139 pounds, $5.50.
the
"The Chaperons'' at the Elks' theater
Adams C. Co., Vermejo, New (Mextomorrow night, Is a large chorus of ico.,
51
88 cows, 826 pounds, $2.50;
r
girls, who have nevt-- been canners, 744 pounds, $2; 25 calves,
on the stage before this season. The 19fi pounds, $5; 4 bulls, 1,130 pounds,
management. In selecting the young $2.15.
women, was very careful to Insist that
Muegge Bros., La Monte, Okla., 19
none of them had ever been oh the cows, 770 pounds, $2.40; 39 steers,
etage, so that they would he sure to 1.160 pounds, $3.
lie fresh and pretty, witn none of the
Tuesday, October 24.
tricks and stilted airs of the regula59
T. P. Hunt, Hereford, Texas,
tion chorus girl. It was a difficult cows, 833 pounds, $2.45.
task, and it took all summer to select
V. A. Stlckley, Canadian, Texas, 24
and train the new ones so that they steers, 908 pounds, $3.25; 27 cows,
would have the necessary dash and 944 pounds, $2.60. ,
vim to their work, but the result has
Wednesday, October 25.
been far and away above even the
Romp & company, Amarillo, Texas,
expectations of the 87 cows, 884 pounds, $2.55; 32 heifers,
most sanguine
management.
This chorus has been 595 pounds, $2.30.
pronounced unique and absolutely perWatt Atkins, Shamrock, Texas. 219
fect, possessed of an amount of en- steers, 972 pounds, $3.25; 177 steers,
thusiasm and ginger, and very evi- 909 pounds, $3.25.
dent love for their work that Is as
E. H. Burgess, Amarillo, Texas, 28
refreshing as it Is unusual. The pro- canners, 794 pounds, $1.85; 76 cows,
duction is new throughout, new scen- 876 pounds, $2.40.
ery, new costumes, new properties,
Thursday, October 26. s
and new mechanical and electrical efS. L. Kemp,
Higglns, Texas, 28
fects.
cows. 665 pounds, $2.10.
L. C. Beverly, Clarendon, Texas, 29
MOVING PICTURES FRIDAY
cows, 828 pounds, $2.05; 20 bulls.
1.246 pounds, $2.05;
88
calves, 2S4
pounds, $3.35; 27 steers, 9S5 pounds,
The
fight pictures are $3.
a moving, almost talking exemplificaM. W. Shelly, Hereford. Texas, 25
tion of the healthiness and advantages steers, 986 pounds,
$3.25; 60 steers,
of boxing. There is shown two Bplen-di- d 819 pounds, $3.1!0; 68 steers, 815
young athletes, pictures of health pounds, $3.
and vigor, combatting and struggling
It. L. Williams,
Texas,
like mad bulls, yet without sustain- 61 cows, 804 pounds,Clarendon,
$2.25.
ing injury or accident, and undergoing
W. M. Ellott, Midland. Texas, 44
a physical strain which would stop steers,
1,060 pounds, $3.25.
en ordinary man In ten short minutes.
SHEEP,
Round after round, these fine young
Following
sales of New
fellows battle, and each succeeding Mexico sheepareandsome
lamls at Kansas
round finds them as fre'h and virile City this week:
as when the fray began. Talk about
Monday, October 23.
your physical culture exercises boxJ. R. Corporan, New Mexico, 1,368
ing, as shown In these pictures, has sheep
and yearlings, 77 pounds, $5.25.
them all discounted. Who, after see-'inTuesday, October 24.
the
pictures, would
G. W. Terpenlng, Corona, N. M., 723
not rather be either of those young lambs, 61 pounds, $7; 272 sheep and
men than a gouty occupant of a pad- yearlings, 94 pounds, $5.50.
ded office chair.
W. T. Mclntyre, Albuquerque, N. M.,
J. W. Coffroth, president of the Col-jn- 155 ewes, 82 pounds,
$4.60; 378 feedCal., Athletic club, where
the ing ewes, 75 pounds, $4.
light occurred, is the owner of the
Thursday, October 26.
copyrighted films.
W. T. Mclntyre, Albuquerque, N. M.,
At the Elks' theater, November 3 1.108 feeding lambs, 50 pounds, $5.75;
and 4. Prices, 50c and 75c. Seats 73 yearlings, 70 pounds, $5.50.
on sale Thursday at Matson's book
store.
THE "HURTED" ARM HAD
TO BE OPERATED ON.
The many friends of Fred Pfingsten
TUCKER'S STOCK COMPANY
will regret to learn that he had to
undergo an operation
his "hurted"
The Ethel Tucker Stock company, arm, says the White ofOaks
which will appear at the Elks' theater After going out from under Outlook.
the docfor two weeks. In reportolre, com- tor's ' care here, the arm apparently
mencing next Monday night, Novem- doing all right, it' afterwards gave him
ber 6, has arrived In the city from much trouble, and he was finally
El Paso, where they appeared last taken to Lincoln, where Doctors Law
week, and will lay off here until Mon- and Carrington
performed an operaday night. The opening on Monday tion, taking out one
large and several
night will be "The Embezzler," a stirpieces of bone, which had either
ring drama. On this night ladies will small
to knit or had become detached.
lo admitted free. The El Paso papers failed
At last accounts the hurt Is healing
speak in glowing terms of the excel- nicely,
and it Is sincerely hoped, will
lency of this company.
give him no more trouble.
sented
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FUNNY.
People Will Drink Coffee When It
"Does Such Things."
began
to use Post urn because the
"I
old kind of coffee had so poisoned my
whole system that I was on the point
of breaking down, and the doctor
warned me that I must quit it.
My chief ailment was nervousness
and heart trouble.
Any unexpected noise would cause
me the most painful palpitation, make
me faint and weak.
"I had heard of Postum and began
to drink it when I left off the old coffee. It began to help me just as soon
as tho old effects of the other kind
of coffee passed away. It did not
stimulate me for a while, and then
leave me weak and nervous as the old
coffee used to do. Instead of that it
built up my strength and supplied a
constant vigor to my system which 1
can always rely on. It enables me to
do the biggest kind of a day's work
without getting tired. All the heart
trouble, etc., passed away.'
' I give it freely to all my children,
from the youngest to the oldest, and it
kteps them all healthy and hearty."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich.
There's a reason.
Read the little book, "Th Rud to
Wellville," in pk).

Territorial Topics
A

WELL KNOWN GALLUP
LADY IS DEAD.

Mrs. Gertrude Schaurer died at her
home in Gallup on October 21, and ths
homes of her children were saddened
by the news. The deceased was the
mother of John and Joseph Schaurer,
business men of that town, and Mrs.
Peternell.

DEVELOPED

A

FINE
FLOW OF WATER

D. C. Taylor has developed a flow-- .
ing well on the Machlo south of Lake
Valley, says the" Hillsboro Advocate.
A heavy flow of" water was encountered at a depth of forty feet, which continued to rise until it flowed over at
the surface. Up to the time the vein
was tapped the outlook for water was
so discouraging that Mr. Taylor had
decided to abandon the well as a fall-- !
:
ure.

BRINGS

James

larceny of diamonds from the Rhoni-berjewelry house in Alamogordo,
has been brcught back to that city
from I.os Angeles by Sheriff A. 13.
a
Phillips. Nevins had furnished
bond of $500 for his appearance be
fore the grand Jury. When the ln- qulsltors met he was missing. The
authorities learned that he was In
the California city and his arrest was
ordered.
g

'

LAS VEGAS COUNCIL MAY
GRANT NEW GAS FRANCHISE.

The proposed franchise for the new
Las Vegas Gas company, which may
be given the right to operate a plant
in Las Vegas, has been made public.
The plant is to cost $75,000, Is to be
lipcun within four months and com
pleted within a year. Eight miles of
mains will be laid. The company
binds itself to furnish gas of a first
rate quality to a maximum charge of
$1.60 for heating and $2 for lighting
purposes. . The coal is to be secured
from Trinidad.
'

twenty supporters who arrived at
Trinidad Saturday morning on Santa
Fe No. 8. arriving at 9:30 o'clock.
They were met at the station with a
swirl of blue and white, and the two
sets of horns blared at each other
good natureclly while the wondering
passengers looked their bewilderment
to know what It was all about.
GOOD PLACE FOR GAME
AND VISITING HUNTERS.
W. H. Snodgrass and E. C. Dunham,

prominent business men cf Frankfort,
Marshall county, Kansas, were In
Santa Rosa on a hunting vacation.
The plentiful supply of blue quail,
ducks and rabbits in and around Santa
Rosa has been materially lessened
since the arrival of these genial genLocal sportstlemen from Kansas.
men, particularly J. A. Harris ' and
a few
Will Davis, have learned
wrinkles about 'wing shooting from
them. Messrs. Dunham and Snodgrass
have made many friends here, who
hope they will see fit to make us a
visit each year.
MISS HELEN WALDO

ENGAGED"TO BE MARRIED.
The Kansas City Star of Sunday,
publishes the following social note
of much interest to Las Vegans:
"The engagement of Miss Helen M.
Waldo, 1515 Llnwood boulevard, to
Mr. Albert T. Rogers, Jr., of Las Vegas, N. M., is announced."
It is understood that the wedding
will occur at the home of Judge Waldo In Kansas City next June. Miss
Waldo is very well known at Las Vegas, where she has spent a part of
every year Blnce early girlhood. She
Is a highly accomplished and estimable young, lady whom Las Vegans will
warmly welcome U a home In. the
city. Mr. Rogers Is an able and successful young attorney. Optic.

The Torrance salopn will soon be a
thing of the past, says the Eestancia
News The license expires the last
day of the present month, and as there
are .ess than one hundred people in
th3 village, It cannot be renewed legally. The building will be vacated
and after having a thorough renovation will Je used as a school house,,
in which Miss Clara Pence of Estan-ciawill open a private school. The
school is backed by the best citizens
of Torrance and promises success. It
Is hoped to open the school about the
first of November. Some other places
in the county could get along as well
if they were to close out a saloon or
two and open a school instead.
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2?k$t0 Down-- $l
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very painful.
Witch Hazel
Salve cured me in a few days. Sold
by all druggists.

COMPLETE INVESTIGATION
ON TAXATION APPEALS.
Traveling Auditor Charles v.
of Santa Fe, and Colonel Vences-laJaramillo. of EJ Rito, secretary of
the territorial board of equalization,
returned to Santa Fe yesterday from
a visit to Sandoval and Bernalillo
counties, where they were on official
business connected with an Investigation of appeals to the board of equalization by various citizens of the two
counties named, In the matter of their
They postraise in tax assessments.
ed themselves thoroughly on the situation and will make reiiorts accordingly to the territorial board
of
equalization, which meets in Santa Fe
cn the second Monday In January,
next, for the purpose of fixing valuations for tax assessments for the year
Saf-fur-

d
o

THOSE BEAUTIRESIDENCE LOTS IN THE EASTERN ADDITION ON THE HIGHLANDS, AND YOU WILL
SEE THE HAPPIEST WOMAN IN ALBUQUERQUE. IT MEANS THE STARTER FOR A
HOME OF HER
OWN SOMETHING BESIDES RENT FOR HER TO LOOK FORWARD TO.
CALL
AT THE OFFICE OR
SEND US YOUR ADDRESS AND WE WILL DRIVE YOU OVER
THE PROPERTY. A PERFECT ABSTRACT
OF TITLE WITH EVERY DEED.

0

0

Two Daily Trains Each Way

0

0

VIA
"I Thank the Lord!"

MINES OF THE ORGAN
MOUNTAIN

Bennett-Stephenso-

El

n

Nature Needs But Little.
Nature needs only a Little Early Riser
now and tCien to keep the bowels
clean, the liver active, and the system
free from bile, headaches, t constlpa
tion, etc. The famous little pills
"Early Risers" are pleasant in effect
and perfection in action. They never
gripe or sicken, but tone and strength
en the liver and kidneys. Sold by 411
druggists.
To care for the great grain crops
of the southwest, the Santa Fe system is erecting a mammoth elevator
In Chicago to replace the one de
stroyed by fire several months ago.
The new structure will have a ca
pacity of 2,000.000 bushels and will
cost .$600,000.

0

PANO

Rdck Island System

o

DISORDERED

Cer-rillo-

evidence of a disWhen a Sore or Ulcer is blow in healing it is the
eased condition of the blood and a disordered sy stem. They show that the
bodily impurities, which should pass off through the natural channels of
nature, are being retained in the system from some cause. The blood absorbing the waste matters becomes steeped in poison which finds an outlet
through the Sore or Ulcer, keeping it
not words strong- enoufrh vo
I hareyour
inflamed, paintul and festering. AS prl.e
great mediciue. I had a
left, tamido for year., it
uy
its
blood
discharges
constantly
the
J,
itch,
burn
and bleed, and I could
poison into these places, they cat not $ret it to hel. After taking- 8. S. 8.
to
and when
awhile
itbeiran diecharye,
deeper into the Surrounding flesh and
pomonou
was out it healed,
matter
ag-tissues, growing larger and more the
year
wn
ten
and
I have
about
tui
any .inn
offensive in spite of all the sufferer ueyer
'";
can do, until the entire health is
affected. Washes, salves, powders and such treatment are desirable for the
reason that they are cleansing and also help to relieve the pain, but they are
in no way curative. The blooil is tiled with
poison, ami until it is removed the sore cannot
heal. S. S. S. is the only cure for these evidences of impure blood. It tfoes down to the
root of the trouble and cleanses the circulation
of
all poisons and impurities. 8. S. S. enriches
PURELY VEGETABLE.
the blood and reinvigoratcs the different mem
bers of the body so that Ue impurities and waste matters can pass off as
nature intended. Then the discharge ceases, the sore scabs over, new flesh
is formed, and the place heals permanently.
ok on Sores and Ulcers and
r""d ithnut cbrte
cuy lucdicr! afr!
SWIFT SrZC.rnG CC, ATLANTA, CA,
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Standard and Tourist Sleepers.
Chair Cars and Coaches.

meals a la carte

0

hogany Piano, to the lodge, church,
school, club pr other organization of

WIDE VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.
THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE.
The shortest, quickest and best line between the Great Lakes,
the Mississippi Valley and the Pacific Coast

0

Albuquerque that Is voted and elect- - Q
ed the most popular. The contest la
now open, and closes on December 10, 0

'

1

that when you need the good anyway, you trad with the merchants
named below. A ballot box It placed
at J. H. O'RIelly A Co', drug store,

List of Merchants Issuing Tickets.
Pioneer Bakery.

O

00

O

0

O
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0
0

O

System,

0
0
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Clean Rales
ACCOUNT

IE

MEETING AMERICAN

Paxn TfiYas
f

UilUIJ o

MINING CONGRESS

November

to 18

Dates of sale November 13, 14 and 15, final limit will be November
25; if desired, an extension of return limit can be obtained by deposit of ticket with joint agent and payment of fee of 50c, before
November 1G, limit to bo extended to December 25.
Call at ticket office for further particulars.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

0a0C0

Co.,
j

West!

204

Bebber Optical Co.
r
Photographers
The
Studio.
Plumbing Standard
Plumbing
Heating Co.

C o i

v

e c t

Commercial

Optician

Moon-Kelehe-

Restaurant Zelger's

1

O

-

BUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all varta
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with tbe'ES Paso ft Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe railway. AtBanta
Fe with the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Tour business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. ORIMSHAW
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
ABSt. to Pres. and Oen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
J. P. LTNG,
A. L. GRIM SHAW,
City FrU and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt.
GENERAL OFFICES
8ANTA FE, N. M.

where all vote must be deposited. Be
sure and get your voting ticket.

Meats San Jose Market,
Railroad avenue.

V. R. STILES,
Gen. Passenger Agt.

000
000T500000
Santa Fe Central Railway
o

j

"
erybody, with every twenty five cent
cash sale, the only provision being

Laundry Imperial
laundry
back of postofnee.
Liquors Graham Bros.

GARNETT KING,
Gen. Agt

0

EL PASO, TEXAS.

The piano la on exhibition at
the Globe store, where It may be seen
1905.

Bakery

Dining Cars

J

U-s- t

-

0

The merchants named below will
give a beautiful Price & Teeple M- -'

g

BLOOD DISEASED

0

Chicago,
St. Louis, Kansas City and
The Great Southwest

0

-

0

Between

v.

Bicycles and Kodaks F. J. Houston.
But Few Are Free.
Books and Stationery O. A. Mat-so- n
But few people are entirely free from
& Co.
Indigestion at this season of the year
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is not only the
Coal and Wood W. H. Habn.
best remedy to use because it digests
Confectionery C. P. Sciutt.
what you eat but because It also enables the digestive apparatus to asDentistry B. F. Copp, D. D. 8.
similate and transform all food Into
Drugs J. II. O'BJelly & Co.
Kodol relieves
blood.
sour stomach, heart burn, belching,
Dry Goods The Globe Store.
and all forms of Indigestion.
Dye Works Mcllroy & DeLeon.
The buffet car "San Fafaol," was
paint
shops
last
of
tho
out
turned
Electric Supplies S. W. Electric ft
week at the Santa Fe shops at San Construction Co.
Bernardino. This is one of the buffet
cHig used in the equipment for the
Furniture J. D. Emmons.
California limited of the Santa Fe.
Groceries The Jaffa Grocery Co.;
has
Much of the limited equipment
The Broadbeen put t hrough the shops In the last The Highland Grocery;
few weeks arnd gotten in shape for way Grocery.
the winter season.
Hardware Albuquerque Hardware
Co.
REPAIR SHOP. '
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl
Harness Thomas F. Keleher.
ture set up nnd crated for shipment.
Hay and Grain Clarkville Produce!
Rear of Walton's drui? store.
Co.
L. II. SHOEMAKER.
Ico Crystal Ice Co., both phones.
Don't wait for an exp'nslon cook
way.
gas
the humane
with
Jewelry II. E. Fox.
tissue-bulldln-

0

Paso and Southwestern System

DISTRICT.

The Organ Mountain mining district
will have a genuine iboom next year,
says the Las Cruces Citizen.
There are no mining camps in New
Mexico which offer, better opportunities for capitalists than the Organ
Mountain district.
The Modoc mine Is now working
twelve men and Is taking out good
ore.
The
is a steady
shipper and is working a sufficient
force to keep Its- mill and concentrator going.
The Donna Dora mine at the Gold
camp has a big pile or ore on the
dump and a big body In the mine.
O. A. Bennett's
Galena Mountain
mines in the Bear Canyon district, are
all showing big bodies of lead ore.
Mr. Bennett will make a fine exhibit
at the Miners' Congress at El Paso.
Every ton of ore shipped from the
Organs brings back money, of which
considerable is spent in Las Cruces.
The Organ camps have been self
supporting for the past twenty-fou- r
years, and have a bright future.
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CndersherifT J. L. Lopez, on Saturday last on the Ortiz mine grant in
southern Santa Fe county, near
sold the famous Ortiz mine, the
property of the Ortiz Mining com- pany, for the bum of $5:o, to Robert
C. Gortner, of Santa Fe, to satisfy
Judgment obtained by James A. Jackson in the sum of $435 for services
rendered the Bald company. The
Judgment was obtained in the First
judicial district court for Santa Fe
county. An execution to collect the
same was duly Issued September 5,
last. The undersheriff acted under
his authority.
The Ortiz mine was
one of the earliest mining properties
operated In what is now New Mexico,
and was at one time worked by the
Spaniards as early as the middle of
the seventeenth century.
It was a
great gold producer at one time, but
of late has been in a dormant condition. The stockholders of the Ortiz
Mining company are scattered over
many sections of the country, but it
is understood that a good many of
them live in St. IxjuIs. The Ortiz
Gold Mining company was reorganized
a few years ago, and the records
show that this was done May 6, 1902,
a capital stocl; cf 52,fl(n,00O. for
a term of fifty years, with the princi,
pal office at Santa KV.

FOR YOUR WIFE

cried Hannah Plant, of Little Rock,
RATON WENT OVER TO
Ark., " for the relief I got from Buck-len'- s
PLAY TRINIDAD SATURDAY.
Arnlra Salve. It cured my fearOrange and black on their hats, ful running sores, which nothing else
their horns, their coats and any place would heal, and from which I had sufthat rii.bon will stick to was the dec- fered for five years." It is a marveloration of the Raton hUh shool foot ous healer f.r cuts, burns and wounds.
ball team and Its one hundred and Guaranteed by all druggists; 23c.

Department of the Interior. Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, October 31, 1905.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will bo. made before the probate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on December 5, 19U5, viz., Gertrude Heco, widow of Francisco Heco,
deceased, of Valencia countv, for the
S4 SIC. NWVi SE14. SV NEVi,
of section
2S,
township 12 north,
range 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon
and 'cultivation of said land,
viz.. Juan Bautiste Kowemisneh,
IN
Powto, Jose
and Dis- - FALL RESULTED
DEATH OF CAMPBELL.
ente Alonza, all of Luguna. New Mex
Frank Campbell, who fell from the
ico.
stage while on his. way to Kingston,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register died Friday evening, says tho HillsHe was completely
boro ' Advocate.
from
paralyzed
his
neck down, but bis
THE FAMOUS OLD
mind was clear up to the time he
passed away, as in sleep. From the
ORTIZ MINE SOLD fact
that the deceased had previously
suffered from a paralytic stroke, it is
UNDER EXECUTION, BY SHERIFF
OF SANTA FE COUNTY,
ISFY JUDGMENT.

evident that he had another stroke,
which caused him to fall from the
wagon.
a native of Nova
He wa
Scotia, and was about 45 years of age.
All that is known of his family Is that
he lins a sister at Gloucester, Mass.
He came to Kingston about twenty
years ao, and was one cf the most
respected citizens in the county, and
his death Is deeply regretted by ail
who knew him. The funeral took place
at Kingston, last Saturday afternoon,
and wis largely attended by the people of the surrounding country.

Don't Be Deceived.
Lo not be deceived by counterfeits
when you buy Witch Hazel Salve. The
nanre of K. "c.
& Co. Is on
every box of the geinulne. Piles In
their worst form will soon pass awav
if you will apply DeWiti's
Vitii
A CHRISTMAS PRESENT THAT WILL GROW
Hazel Salve niglit anl morning. Best
for Cuts, Burns, Bolls, Tetter, Eczema, etc. Miss M. H. Middleton,
ACCUSED MAN
"I was seriously
BACK FROM COAST CITY. Thebes, III., says:
afflicted with a fever sore that was PRESENT YOUR WIFE ON CHRISTMAS MORNING WITH A CONTRACT FOR ONE OF
Nevins, charged with 'the

NOW NO SALOON
AT TOWN OF TORRANCE.

H. E. No. 5769.

Special Correspondence.
Kansas City. Mo., Oft. 30. The
cattle run was 88,000. last week. In
cluding 12,000 calves, fend would have
been larger, but the rallroa-dare
short of cars and power. The market remained steady last week till
Friday, when prices declined 10c on
nearly all kinds. The supply today is
IS.(liM)
head, several thousand short
of the late Monday runs. The market
Is steady for steers and 10c higher on
cows. Some Hear river steers sold at
$1.10 today, the highest price of the
season for Colorado killeis. Fair to
good range steers, both for killing
and for the country, are selling at $3
to $3.50( common ones around $2.75,
wtock calves ?2.75 to $4. Heavy Colorado cows sold last week at $2.75 to
$3.03, the bulk of Panhandle and
other grass cows at $2.3n to $2X0,
suveral larire strings of canners at
$2, bulls at $1.85 to $2.25. Veal calves
are very scarce at $.p.5o to $tl.25, fat
heifer calves that could be substituted
for veal, are strong at $4.50 to $5.
Inquiry from killers for good butcher
stuff is becoming more urgent, and
rhis class will no doubt enjoy its
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Restaurant.

Tailor Wm. Glaesner.
Wall Paper and Paint
The Bee
Hive, F. L. Pierce, 209 West Gold ave- Call at 110 West Gold avenue for
embroidery materials of all kinds.
Orders taken for hand made Christ-magifts. Stamping done.
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Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine

Works 0

R. . MALL. Proprietor '
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front tor
Buildings.
Repair an Mining and Mill Machinery a Bpoelalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuq.uerq.ue, N. M.

0
0
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We may be sure that the Joint statehood bill, of which

Senator lleverldgo

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

STATEHOOD
BILL

The Citizen Publishing Company
-
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young men come here for
clothes. Many of them could not
bo induced to go elsewhere. I take
great pains in having my young
men's clothes
Most

the upper house

of the federal legislature, but which failed last winter
to become a law, will be again pressed with energy In
the first session of the
congress, and there Is
The Cil.l7.fn thinkn It doubtful if a slnsH" pprin.lm iit rea-c- n
to fear that It may be resisted with equnl vigor,
of Albuquerque fails properly to appreciate tin' though from motives unavowiibe. The bill provides. It
importance, tho benefit and the excellence of St. .lo pli's will be remembered, for the admission of t he territories
hospital. Nor con it sec. and conflict between (he Interests of New Mexico and Arizona to the union as a single state,
and of Oklahoma and Indian Territory as anotlur state.
of that Institution and the proposed and partly organized It Is of urgent moment that the American people Phould
"Associated Charities" of Albuquerque.
become thoroughly alive to the merits of ilih. measure,
Association 1h the acknowledged order of the day in and should Impress the duty of recognizing tliem or. their
all important enterprise, and the greater the assocl.it ion representatives In congress. The Ml is a Jiisi bin, conthe greater tho prospective success. The Held of charity ceived in the interest of the country as a wind",
well
In this city la Irtkc and growing In fart, it Is both larger as of the four territories ditcctly concerned. N olil ctlon
and more rapid. y growing than I! should be. To cover can be made to It that Is not local, selfish or c.
this field there are more things to be looked alter than This we found It easy to demonstrate last winter, when
rare of those who are 111 enough to be confined to bed the measure was under discussion, but it may be ell to
of to need nursing. To dispense the city's charity there restate the facts clearly and succinctly at tliui :'i::o, when
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are several societies. The different churches endeavor another resolute attempt to pass u righteous Mil Is im- Mexican Centv.il
Now York Ciiitial
to h)ok after the destitute and Ick In their own especial pending.
Norfolk
flocks. St. Joseph's hospital extends ita care to the sick
l.et us look first at that part of the joir.t staler. :, bill Reading, common
and dying. The Nonsectarian Itenevolent society does which contemplates the admission of Arizona
an New Pennsylvania
what it can for the siek and tho destitute. The Salvation Mexico to the union, not as separate states, but as one Rock Island, common
I
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The young man wants all the late
Btylo kinks, and gets them all when
he comes here. The longer coat,
wider collar and lapels, and the
loose trousers
ate some of the
features the young gentleman will
want In evidence. In his fall suit.
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Single

$7.50 to $20.00
$9.50 (0 $20.00

The young man that Eas never
been here for clothes will do well
to come.

AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S SANnoiiuiiillon of Rock Island, pfd
ITARY UNDERWEAR.
Arizona, according to the last census, was less than Republic Iron & Steel, common..
pfd
&
Steel,
Republic
Iron
1211,000, and that of New Mexico less than 106,000.
To
permit an aggregate population of less than 320.000 to Southern Pacific
180St. Paul
e represented In the United States senate by four sena Southern Railway
36
The Clothier and Furnisher.
tors would bo glaringly unjutd to New York and Penn Tennessee Coal & Iron
92
sylvania, which in 1900 had between them moro than Texas Pacific
35
133
13,570,000 inhabitants; or to Illinois and Ohio, which in Union Pacific, common
38
the same year had nearly it.noo.lino inhabitants: or to U. S. S., common
105
Missouri and Texas, which, according to the same cen V. S. S., pfd
22
sus, had between them nearly fi, 200,0(10 InHabitants. Yet Wabash, common
It Is not difficult to understand why certain railway and Wabash, pfd
01V4
Central, pfd
mining interests would desire to see Arizona and New Wisconsin
93
Western Union
Mexico acquire a representation In the senate out of all U. S. Leather, common
45
r
proportion to-- their collective population. The railways o. & w
26
which are interested In securing for New Mexico and Greene Copper
Arizona the largest possible number of voices and votes
Stock Sales.
In tho United States senate are the Santa Fe, the South
New Yorkr Nov. 1. Total 'sales of
Has the desire to some day own a CHICKKRING BROS. PIANO. The
ern Pacific, and the network of mining: railroads In the
the exchange aggre-- j
last named territory. Not only these railways, but all the stocks today on
snares.
gated
Chickering Bros, is a finality. After you obtain such a piano there is
".otJ
other railways In the United States wish to have in the
United States senate the largest possible number of senKansas City Live Stock.
nothing better.to be had nothing further to say. Many people perceive
ators who will do their bidding. In the judgment of men
Kansas City. Mo., Nov. 1. Cattle
COO
southIncluding
well
15,000,
informed as to local conditions, the railroads would Receipts,
that economy is truly served by securing a dickering Bros, in the Tirst
Charles J. Smith, who claims to be a newspaper man,
erns; market steady; native steers,
in his recent testimony before the legislative Investigating have no difficulty, provided Arizona and New Mexico $3.75(86; southern steers, $2.404.50;
place others exchange their pianos for Chickerings. We will take your
committee on insurance In New York City, said that he should be admitted as separate states, in controlling the southern
cows,
$1.75ift2.75; native
of senators, and would thus secure four additional '
s
stock-erhad been receiving $8,000 a year for newspaper work election
agents In the United States senate. On the other band. cows and heifers, $1.754.75;
old piano in exchange as part payment on a Chickering Bros. Ask us about it.
2.40?4.20; bulls,
done for the Mutual Life Insurance company In writing if
and feeders,
two territories should be admitted as one state,
2tff3.30; calves, 2.4O6.50; western
and sending out dispatches and getting articles favorable It Isthe
whether the railroads could control the elec- steers, $2.804.50; western cows, $2
to the company, and especially to its president, Richard tion doubtrul
of even a single senator, and In anv event thev 3.25.
A. McCurdy, "into the newspapers.
In addition to this
ssheop Receipts, 6.000; market was
would gain only two senators Instead of four. It was to
rather nice salary for a "newspaper man," Smith also be
4.50if6; lambs,
muttons.
steady;
expected,
therefore,
railroads
would
that
leave
the
received extra emoluments and perquisites especially for
wethers, $4.5o
ranee
3.75ffi7.75;
nothing
to
undone
defeat
the
admission of these two terpuffing McCurdy.
Some of these puffs have been paid for
5.25.
; fed ewes, $4
as
one state, and, on the other hand, would do
at the rate of two dollars a line. That sort of newspaper ritories
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
206 SOUTH SECOND STREET
business pays, especially when It Is contrasted with the everything they could to bring about their admission as
Provisions.
Against
two
states.
the
are
hill
statehood
arrayed
were
Following
1.
also
Chicago, Nov.
pay received by newspaper men in New Mexico, which
ranges ad the way from fifteen to thirty dollars a week, the mining interests, from motives not avowed, but closing prices today:
For years the territorial legislaWheat December,
88c; May,
although a majority of the men engaged In editorial and equally unmistakable.
ture
of
Arizona
pass
has
trying
bullion-tabeen
to
89c.
a
law
Journalistic work In this territory have more knowledge which would
May,
December, 45c;
Corn
compel the mining interests to pay a part
and brains In a day than McCurdy and Smith have' in a
46Vf,e.
of
just
the
by
debts
owed
them to the territory.
With
year, except when it comes to getting hold of and spend
May,
29 c;
December,
Oats
The
Housewife
44,000 voters in the territory, however, of which
In this line less than
ing other people's money on themselves.
32c.
not
are
25.000
by
Americans
birth,
it
not
has
pride
Who
In
been
difficult
May,
takes
her bread and
$12.47l4;
Pork January,
the New Mexican concedes the palm and a good, tall one for the mining
Interests, combined with the railroads, 112.70.
cake making knows the pleasure and
It is, to Mr. McCurdy and Mr. Smith. Just thlnnk of it; to
control the Arizona legislature. They know, at the
Lard January, $6.82V4 May, $6.97.
$328,000 were spent last year by the Mutual for adver
satisfaction to he had by the use of
same
time, that If Arizona and New Mexico were united
'
Ribs January, $6.70; May? IG.72V&- tising, and most of this went to show what a great, good
Empress mills flour. She knows her
I
;
in a single state, their domination would be doomed.
moral and exemplary man President McCurdy is, and how
broad will be the whitest, sweetest,
Cloaina Stock Quotation.
Consequently,
mining
the
Interests
are determined that
Mr. Smith Is in pulling the Mutuai's "legs.'
York, Nov. 1. Following were
. successful
New
most
nutritious and healthful, and her
Arizona,
shall
be admitted as a single state, or else retain closing stock quotations touay:
New Mexican. ;
caUes, pics and pastry dainty, delicate
th? 'status of a territory. '
88
Atchison, common
and light.
,
... 103
It Is satisfactory to learn, nevertheless, that, during Atchison, pfd
Superstition Is aiways Billy, but unfortunately
Its
151
.. silliness does not In the least loosen its grip on the mind the last year, the cause of joint statehood has made nota- New York Central
145
. of the superstitious person. The latest skyscraper hotel ble progress In Ariaorm Itself JuVwell.aV in New Mexico. Pennsylvania
V
M. BERGER
70
Pacific
Southern
At
least
four
newspapers
Arizona
now
are
In New York City was opened recently.
Two guests
advocating the Union Pacific, common
vr- n
133
114 West Copper Avenue.
i
joint
statehood bill,
the Nogales Oasis, the Tucson Union Pacific, pfd
Senator Piatt, of that state, and W. B. Hibbs, a broker
'. . 96
,
EMPRESS.'
84
of Washington,' D. C, objected to being assigned to rooms Dally Star, . the St. ' Johns
and the Coconino
Copper ..1
'
,1
C.n ....II:
puiiii-jiie38
on the thirteenth floor, and now that hotel has no thir auii,
hi riagsiHn. m isew Mexico, the same U. S. S., common
105
(
teenth floor. How ? Was the building reduced to twelve measure is supported by the Dally Citizen, the Morning U. S. S., pfd,
Offer to supply you with anything In
stories? Or was the thirteenth floor walled up and de journal, ana the Industrial Advertiser, all published at
our line, at prices that are fair and
Live
Chicago
Stock.
Berted? Not at all. The name thirteen for the floor was Aiuuquerqtie; the l.as Cruces Citizen; the Aiamogordo
1. Cattle Receipts, square,- and wo are now making
Chicago,
Nov.
changed to fourteen and ail the thirteen numbers for journal; the Roswell Daily Record; the Silver City En 2,000; market steady to 10c lower;
rooms became fourteen numbers. This would Indicate terprlse and the Silver City Independent; the Springer beeves, $;l.50(g'6.25; cows and heifers,
Voz del Pueblo, $1.25 4. 50;
that the supposed liability to evil arises from the name Stockman; the Carlsbad Current;
stockers
and feeders,
$3.50 4.50;
Texans,
2.104.20;
and not from the thing itself. Thus, a child born on the published at l.as Vegas; and the McKlnley County Repub$9
$12 Refrigerators
13th of any month, can bo delivered from all danger grow- lican, published at. Gallup. Nor should we omit to men- westerns, $3.25!ff4.75.
market $875 Bue pame oil Stove. .. .$6.75
Sheep Receipts, 38,000;
ing out of the, unlucky number by calling the date of tion that within a twelvemonth ten or fifteen leading
$8 China Tea Sets
$6
men or Arizona have been converted to belief in Joint stronu; sheep, $4fto.iO; lamtiR,
the Tlirt'h fourteenth; or the thirteenth guest at a
7.50.
25c
40c China Salad Bowls
not disturb himself nor break up the circle by statehood, and are urging the adoption of the measure
FURNITURE,
STOVES, RANGES,
Decorated1 Haviland China, at 20
retiring. Ali that Is necessary is for the banqueters, him-sel- f In letters to the press and speeches on the slump. This
New York Money Market.
per cent discount.
BEDS,
BEDDING,
IRON
SHADES,
WINDOW
is
encouraging;
on
Money
call,
inter-es't1.
for
s
New York, Nov.
the statehood bill has no selfish
jlneluded, to agree that he Is not the thirteenth, but
25c
Berry Sets
75c
CAMPING OUTFIT8,
ART SQUARES,
prime mercantile 35c Glass
behind it, and Is commended to acceptance by truth Pjfi; per cent;
the fourteenth.
20c
Pitchers
Glass
Water
and justice alone. It must, notwithstanding, be acknow- paper, 4ti( per cent. Par silver 58c. $1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25
Sold
Goods,
Pdesped Is the simple lite.
$3.25 Hou'sehold
Immura'dy in the nigu ledged that the joint statehood project Is still opposed
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
Wool.
St.
Louis
in
65c
$1
Cookers
Cereal
both
Arizona
Steam
New
Mexico, not only by the raLway
and
circles of society is due to the food on which the wealthy
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 1. Wool, .mar40c
50c Steam Egg Poachers
people live. So says Eugene Christian, the food expert. and mining interests, but by two classes of Individual ket steady and unchanged.
$10.50
$12.50 Buggy Harness
first, the politicians, who want to -In a recent address before the National Purity league,
rimini'fftynf "M iH'iiinun rmr '
Mexico
117 Gold
Mr. Christian said: "Highly spiced and seasoned foods, retain the territorial offices which they now fill, but
which
they
would
joint
lose If
such as are eaten by the wealthy classes,, have a tendstatehood were conferred
ency to over excite the passions thus making Immo- upon the two territories; secondly, the politicians who
0. W. Strong's Sons
rality, easy. Plain, healthful, but coarse food builds up desire to go to the United States' senate, or to become
the laborer mentally, morally and physically." This, stu- governors or other state officers, when statehood shall
STRONO BLOCK.
dent of food declares that a shocking immorality exists have been brought about, and who, manifestly, would
in the society of the very wealthy. The food they eat, have Just twice the chance of attaining their object if the
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
together with idleness, is the cause of the loose morals. two territories were admitted as separate states.
Now let us look at the case of Oklahoma and Indian
The Arizona Silver Belt seems to have become, a Territory, which, like New Mexico and Arizona, were
thorough convert to joint statehood. After quoting what originally one. Economically, those two tiritorles still
THE CELEBRATED
Congressman Tawney said at Kansas City, the Belt adds: constitute a single common wealth. As at the date of the
Superintendents
Falrvlew ' and
'So now we see that the whole scheme of Kibbey. Adams, last census they had, between them, nearly 800,000 InSanta Barbara Cemeteries.
The saving of time means comfort.
Murphy, et al the- great bingle statehood bluffers, not habitants, a number which, by the way, is rapidly InThe
saving of labor meano ease. .The
MONUMENTS.
to mention one Mark Smith, has been to play the game creasing, there Is obviously no objection to their admissaving of monsy meana economy. All
solely to prolong the territorial reign of t tie carpett bag sion as one state, and consequent acquirement of two
N. Second St., Both Phones.
these savings can keot be attained by
gang. What a pity the president cannot Irani the real senators, on the score of inadequate population. Never- 1
Installing a
conditions In Arizona; but he never will from his polit- theless, when a Joint statehood bill was introduced 1ut'o MMIWMRIIWIMMHMHn
The result of all this double dealing the senate three years ago, In order to defeat Quay's
ical informants.
The Albuquerque Hatters
will be the biggest crop of democrats ever harvested nefarious proposal to make a separate state out of each
Bottled In Bond.
of the territories, scarcely anybody In Oklahoma and
among a similar number of voters."
and Steam Cleaners
Indian Territory was In favor of the former measure.
According to the Tombstone Prospector a recent All the politicians were against it. for tho same reasons Hats cleaned and blocked In any style.
In dollars and cente they cost no more. In quality they ere
Clothing
cleaned and pressed.
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thirbetter than
Phoenix dispatch said that though Phoenix school au- that have led the politicianss of New Mexico and Arizona Corner of steam
Oold avestreet
and
Third
any other. You ere most cordially Invited to examine our new
thorities hail tried t suppress the story, it has become to oppose the reunion of those two territories nnd telr nue, in the car.
Distpiers',
line.
The people of
known that a teacher of central school took two sticks admission Into the union as one slate.
FRANKFOHT, KY.
stage
of dynamite from a young pupil, who had given his teach- Oklahoma and Indian Territory were open to argument,
In
springs
line
er considerable trouble. Where thu lad obtained the ex- however, ami the ultimate outcome of an earnest discusOld etovee taken at a fair valuation.
plosive is not known and he denies any evil intent. How- sion or the subject was, that the politicians in those
Carries the United States mail:
I7IELINI & EAKIN
had to abate their resistance to the Joint state- only line with a change of stock en
ever, the young pupil has a reputation for being a bad
THE McSRAIN FURNITURE CO., 205 Gold Ave,
hood I. ill. and in the last session of the
con- route: good rigs, horses and drivers;
boy. It is thought that he probably learned the desmict-ibllitSole Agents.
o dynamite from newspaper accounts of Russian gress an overwhelming majority of the United Stales rig leaves Alliuquernue every Monday,
Albuquerque, N. M.
riots, and may have planned revenge for being "kepi in" seimte was won over to its support. Since the adjourn- Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
Automatic Phone, 199.
&
I..
Trlmb'.e
W.
particulars,
address
ment
of congress, nevertheless, the mining and railway
after school.
M., or J.
Co.,
N.
Altnuiuerque,
agents,
interests of Arizona and New Mexico have undertaken to B.
BLOCK, I'roprietor, I'erea, N. M.
It turns out that all the ado about Miss Alice Roose- defeat the joint statehood bill by starting in Indian Ternothing.
ritory
an
agitation
itself
separate
about
the
On
for
statehood.
velt's presents was merely a much ado
It is now estimated that the entire lot is worth about one hand, their emissaries have endeavored to persuade
Thus the Indians that they would have undisputed control if
$5.oim, can) Ing an Import duty of some $l,2o0.
'i
the story of the Immense value of the presents she re- Indian Territory were admitted as a single state; while,
ceived has been relegated, with the proposal of marriage on the other hand, the white settlers are warned that
from the Sultan of Sulu, and the ridiculous plunge, full Only by separate statehood can they get rid of the InThey have also divided Indian Territory Into
dressed, Into the ship tank relegated to the limbo of dians.
fight in each coun- 0
bald headed fabrications originating in the irresponsible counties, and instigated a county-sea- t
ty,
extent,
a
to
diverting
fr&is
certain
thus
the attention of the
anil unreliable pens of newspaper cnrresiKindents.
cMnnrnotiainice
inhabitants from the Joint statehood issue.
202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
saridl
tlhiat
We do no hesitate to say that there is not a single
lleeauM- - a couple of pigeons perched on the namls
FAIL 1U
of the town clock at I.ogHiisport, Ind., the other day. meritorious argument back of the artificial movement to
There
time 'a as turned Imck about sixty minute for every- secure separate statehood for Indian Territory.
ciitaca tlfo&t
tltac iraext
As is not a single Influence at work there against the joint
e. pt the
t .town Hi the V.'db ish depot.
body
ttKadl
iim
far as they were on rned, Father Tune hesitated statehood bill that is not a corrupt Influence. It Is nothirnew
ing short of monstrous that a measure so essentially
nearly an hour, people who were working a nine-hou- r
lhatacSairadl
I
day found that tley had put in tell hours without notic- rightful as the admission to the union of Oklahoma anil
ing the (lifleietiee. It is no trouble to realize that there Indian Territory as one state, and of Arizona and New
Mexico as another slate a measure, which, onco adopted,
stocl&.
was considerable excitement in l.ogansport over it.
Wta8S.BriRflts.Be.
will endure as long as the republic endures should bo
Prop.
BARNETT,
JOSEPH
Congressman J. A. Tawney and his crowd of "Visit. obstructed and delayed by the selfish and ephemeral InSAMPLE AND
Ing Statesmen ' are all of one mind as to the outcome terests of local politicians and by the corrupt and like119 South Second Street.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
And that Is no wise ephemera! Interests of
CLUB SLOOISS
and railroad
of statetexx! for the two turritories.
West RuiUoii
120
managers.
statehood at all. Santa Rosa Sun.

Army is a mighty dispenser of charity In a quiet and unobtrusive way. The fraternal organizations do much tn
looking after tho needs of those who belong to their respective orders.
That these various Instrumentalities for good wili
bo, by association, tuade stronger and their activities be
That the
conducted more wisely, needs no argument.
SiBters of St. Joseph's hospital cannot take part in such
organization and cannot submit to the oversight of the
association, is by no means an insuperable objection to
the organization Itself, from the fact that the hospital
cannot begin to cover the entire field of charitable activity, nor are the Sisters prevented from accepting any
funds the Assocated Charities may offer them.
The Citizen expresses the hope that, the new organisation will be so constituted that It will be able to wisely
discriminate between the necessitous and the often unworthy claimants to that name; and that it will also be
able to take some effectual means of preventing the east,
and other parts of the territory as well, from dumping
their destitute and dying upon this community.

state.

As we formerly pointed out. the
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Many Appointive Offices

AFTER

The appointment of officials' to succeed those whose terms of office expire between December 1, 19t5, and
January 30, 1906. will soon be of paramount Interest to the people of New
Mexico.
Governor Otero's term expires January 26, ISofi, and It la doubtful
If he will succeed himself, althcuirh
he Is an eager candidate. Anion? the
prominent candidates for governor are
Hon. B. S. Rodey, of Albuquerque; H.
J. Haserman, of Roswell, and Nicholas dalles, of L,a Cnices. Secretary
J. W. Reynolds Is said to be among
those who covet the Job,
Secretary Raynolds' term of office
expires January 13.
Chief Justice W. J. Mills, Judge
John R. McFie. of the First Judicial
district, and Associate Justice Frank
W. Parker, of the Fifth judicial district, are officials whose terms of office Tvill expire on December 12, 19o5.
s
United States Marshal C. M.
present term expires; on. December 5. Mr. Foraker
will very
likely l)e reappointed.
Surveyor General M. O. Llewellyn's
term of office expires on December

HOSTETTER'S
P. Tommaslni, S. J.
Anna Ing and L. O. Isle- th or Albuquerque, by Rev. PRELIMINARY HEARING CONTINUED
STOMACH BITTERS
ilnur G. Flsk.
Should
bo your choice, too, because it
July 13 John E. H. Browns, of,
will cure you. Try a bottle fur Indiriakersfield, Cal., and Minnie Adella
That R. H. Bvlggs, purttr of Santa gestion, Dyspepsia,
or
Heartburn
Wakefield, of Albuquerque, by Rev.
Hugh A. Cooper.
Fe tourist, car No. 3.130. is ihe necro Cramps, Poor Appetite, or Insomnia,
aml
c'Vlneed.
July 13 Alessandro Matteucci and who committed the dastardly axsault
Maria Stefanl, both of old Albuqijer- A,
president
of
41 DI,ni,innlfC
que, by J. M. Chaves,
..'
i up i Hieuoman
uhi coiupuiiy oi ,ai- peace.
TO MIN1NC CONGRESS
July 20 Charles Jackson, of Albu lup, as the latter was in the act of
querque, and Cora Myers, of Raton, boarding westbound train No. 1 at thei
'
Mayor Frank McKee lias appointed
b",.!frVi.WV
I'"'"' """Ion on .be night of October
July
V. Schrader and Helen
,'
V ,
V
.1
. V.
Shol. both of Albuquerque, by Geo. 23. there now seems to be little doubt.
(IMHllfl- trill i lie ritj VI
cnftau-Briggs, who was arrested at Las Ve que
R. Craig, justice of the peace.
to th" American Mining Congress,
1
August
and gas on Saturday and brought to Albu- - which wih meet at El Paso, 1418th
Arthur McHride
Minnie Weston, both of Albuquerque, querque and lodged in the county Jail.l't this mouth: Dr. Geo. V. Harrison,
by Rev. J. M. Sollie.
'charged with the crime, was given aiJ- T- McLaughlin and S. O. Andrus.
August 4 Lenson Kegerrels and preliminary
iro;n the county and I'onv
hearing yesterday
Nellie Hall, both of Ios Angeles, by noon at 4 o clock, before Police Judge i
were appoluti'ii some
Rev. E. K. Crawford.
ago
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and Julia Duncan Brown, both of Al- - Crawford was whether there were any
COMING EVENTS
buquerque. by A. J. Crawford, justice wllnesst,8 who colll(, I)()sl,lvp,y ,(lent.
or the Peae- ify Briggs. as the man who committed
November 1. "Uncle Josh Spruce-by.- "
ver, and Anna Eugenia Jehson, of Al-- .
Mr. Bowie was the first witness
November 2 "The Chaperones."
buquerque, by Rev. Wilbur Flsk.
placed on, the stand. He related the
November
moving
.
E. Sutherland
and
.
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,oil.
. . August 21
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no
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pictures.
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published
could
but
Citizen,
in
The
November 611 Ethel Tucker Stock
A.,jmui-iMuD-,
' J
th
the mnn company.
ltrlc
'""uMml
August 21 Steven Olson and
Mar who slugged him.
he
However,
November 9 Second annual ball ot
garet E. Thompson, both of Albuquer- thought he looked very much like
the,,
f R , M
ed Q d
que, by Rev. J. W. McNeil.
R d
not positive lMeng pg!
was
hegro,
still
but
he
August 23 iBurton A. Donnolleyand enough about
to
Identification
the
George Samuels
November
Mamie A. Shoup,
both of Alhuquer- - make oath that the
,
defendant .was the company.
...... 1. ..
.1 n .. I
W
J. I
' ""f:
August 23 C. Herbert Appleton and BU"
sworth Ingalls. who was
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
.Tiaueutr v. xmciiow, uulu vi aiuuiuci- - standing on the platform at the time
que, by Rev. Wilbur Flsk.
and who saw it, was
August 29 K. C. Ifnma and Lucy of the assault,
the next witness. Judge Ingalls waijFOR RENT Nice, ciean five rooms.
Crlttingon, both of Albuquerque, 'by quite
sure that Briggs was the right
1115 North
hall, closets, porches.
Rev. C. R. Brookins.
man, but he said 'he could not swear
First street. Rent $16.50. Apply
August 30 O. G. Barnard
and that Briggs was the man. He said
215 West Gold avenue.
Clara Nelson, both of New Mexico, by that Briggs was the only porter on
Rev. J. W. F. McNeil.
way
1
any
night,
in
For a limited time we will give
who
No.
that
2
September
Claud P. Eggleston train
pipe, one
negro who committed with every
resembled
the
Aland Elizabeth MvKlbben, both of
the assault, as he saw all the porters package of Gold Shore plug cut smokbuquerque, by Rev. A. G. Harrison.
the train when a search was being ing tobacco, free. Henry Westerfeld,
September 2 Robert Strunk and on
made
for the culprit after the assault 207 Railroad avenue.
by
Lena Candelaria, both of Duranes,
had been committed.
peace.
A. J: Crawford,
of the
The most important witness for the
September 6 Fred G. Metzgnr and prosecution
was F. M. Clough, general
Tonka, the usual cheat for
Edna P. Johnston ,lwth of Albuquer foreman of bridges and buildings on
que, by Rev. John W. Barron, minisof
Santa
the
the Rio Grande division
vanilla, costs one or two cents
ter.
Mr. Clough was standing talking
September 7 James L. Hanson and Fe.
a
Bowie
Mr.
Ingalls
to Judge
at the time
Elizabeth M. Pratt, both of Albuquer- - passed on his way to the train. His
que, by Rev. J W. Barron, minister, j
Schilling's Best vanilla a dolWM called to Mr. Bowle by
September 10-- Paul
Bucks and Hat-- , aUentlon
wb,ch
look,
he carrledt
th
tie Van Rheenen, both of Albuquer contained a number of maps. Ine wit lar.
que, by Rev. J.' M. Sollie, minister.
One is strong; the other i
how Mr. Bowie
minutely
related
11. yeorge
Manning ness
Sijtember
porter fine.
accidentally
train
the
struck
One is rank; the other is
and Marie McGaffery, both of Albu- on the leg, whereupon the negro turnquerque, by Rev. A. M. Mandalari, ed
stunning
a
and strnck the plaintiff
delicate.
Nevertheless four-fifth-s
S. J..
blow, partly felling him to the platSeptember 11 Jeffea W. Klickerson form. Mr. Clough said that he watchof "vanilla"' " is tonka.
and Helen Jackson, both of Albuquer- ed the train porter after the assault,
que, by Rev. M. Jones, minister,
he passed within a few feet of The 98 cents accounts for it.
September 17 Edward W. Tucker and
boarded the next to th last
him
and
of Oklahoma City, and Flora B. Clark, car on the train, which car later
of Needles, California, by Kev. Wilbur proved to be car No. 3,130. When
Flsk, minister.
aaked by the court if he could identify
September 18 E. E. Hawkins and the
man who committed the assault,
Mrs. L. Speight, both, of Albuquerque, Mr. Clough turned to Brisks and Bald:
by J. M. Chaves, J. P. . ,
'"I can positivel Identify the,: de
OF
September, 20 Clyde V Ewera and fendant
as the man., H Is tteone
Mabel Plniwy, both ftf Albuquerque, who aumniltted
aAwult,.
am ,.. NOVEMBER.
the,
by Rer. H.'B. HammOhd, minletuf..
"
:
'
r rSeptember 25 WlTiiam Wyllle, of sure."
testified
Wells
Master
ihen
'.Station
New York city, and Mabel" Cook, of to how Mr. Bowie liunted hfm tip' and
Winslow, Ariz., by Rev. A. G. Harri- reported that he bad been assaulted
;
son minister,
by one of the porters on the train,
September
25 S. F. Wallia and
requested that the man be arMargarite Howard, both of Albuquer- and
Wells thereupon accompanied
rested.
que, by Btv. A. G. Harrison, minister. him through
the train, and when they
September 5 Walter AuamBon and reached the next
to the last car, Mr.
X. G. D. W. Isherwood, both of Albu- Bowie stopped and pointed out Briggs
querque, by Kev.
A. G. Harrison, min- as
the man whom he thought had as' " saulted
ister.
Monday
him. Wells said that Brigge
"The Embezzler."
September 27 Atanasio Montoya was greatly excited and could
hardly
Tuesday "Carmen."
and Alice Fairchlld, both of Albuquer- talk, and denied that ho had been off
que, by Rev. A. M. Mandalari, S. J.
his car. The witness further testified
Wednesday "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
September 26 C. W. Alexander, of that another porter standing
by Briggs
Williams, Ariz., to May Evans, of corroborated the statement of the de- Hyde."
Kansas, by J. M. Chaves, justice of fendant as to his not being off the car,
Thursday "Tompkins'
Hot Fin- the peace.
passenger
on
car.
as
a
the
did
also
September 3o Ualph H. Mason of
Dr. Kilgore, of Vann's drug store, isn."
Santa Fe and Cleofas Sena, of Bisbee, who dressed the injuries of Mr. Bowie
Friday "Sapho."
Arin., by Rev. A. M. Mandalari, S. J. after the assault, testified as to the
Saturday
Matinee "Foxy Grand'
October 3 Geo. W. Gros and Ma- nature of the wounds, and gave it as
mie Kay, both of Ios Angeles, by A. his opinion that the wounds over the pa."
M. Mandalari, S. J.
eye had been made with knucks or
Saturday Night "Across the DesOctober 5 Ktifus S. Goodrich, of a bunch of keys.
I. ok Angeles, and Mary J. McDonald,
Attestimony,
closed
and
This
the
ert."
of Albuquerque, by Kev. Wilbur ,aUk, torney Lester, in behalf of his client,
s
minister.
asked the court for more time in
Octobt r 9 Richard Armstrong and which to
introduce some evidence for
Special vaudeville feature between
Fannie Minis, both of Albuquerque, by the defense. He wishes to present the
every
act.
J. M. Chaves, justice of the peace.
evidence of another train porter on
night
of
assault,
the
and
the
the
train
HUNTER PUTNEY
and get the evidence of
RETURNS TO CITY. also to trypassengers
to prove that Ladies
Monday
Fras
Night
Robert B. Putney, who accompan- (several
and Briggs could not be the man, as he
K. H. Greenleaf
ied Messrs.
left the car.
Providing their tickets are reserved at
George H. Browne to the Jemez moun never
Judge Crawford granted the request,
.Mat son '8 before 6 p. m.
tains on a hunting expedition, return- that Briggs be recommit.
he city late yesterday after and ordered
d to tbe county Jail to await the
noon. He looks like be had a fine
PRICES 15c, 25c, 35c and 50c.
time and from his conversation be did. continuance of the hearing.
The party killed big game and feast
ed on deer, bear, quail, snipe and rabbits. He brought back with him a
3(1(1 pound buck which he killcdn the
mountains, and particular
Jemcz
friends will be supplied with fine venGreenleaf and Browne
ison steak.
will return to the city in a few days.
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Coat 0ffer"
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Britt-Nelso-

AN EXTRA OFFER IN WOMEN'S COATS

n

For $9.50 you can take yoar choice of over fifty new and
stylish Coats, assorted sues, in shades of Black, Tanf
Castot s and Fancy Mixtures. Coats are well worth $15

,

Jut-tic-

WEEK

Meger;

will expire April 16, 1906.
Socorro Postmaster L. E. Kittrell;
term of office to" expire" June 28, 1906.

,,

At 8 o'clock last night, In the study
of the officiating minister, Mr. Robert
H. McCune and Miss Ora L. Priest
were united in marriage, Rev. S. R.
Twitty performing the ceremony.
Tha wedding was a very quiet afand
Beaty
Miss Margaret
fair.
Messrs. McGaffey and Robertson being the only guests. After the
they all went to the Grand Central, where the wedding supper was
served.
Mr. McCune Is well known In Roswell as one of her most progressive
young business men. He is In the
real estate and loan business here
and is making a success of it. The
bride is a sister or Mrs. William Beaty, and has been visiting here for
some time. During her visit she has
won many friends who will be glad
welcome her as a permanent resitt
dent. Thj couple will go to house- .
keeping on South Hill. Rosweil
oere-mon-

y

Rec-o-d-

A few days ago The Citizen

6th

-

'

WEDDING

certain amount;

ELKS' THEATRE

Pa-pe-

Postmaster Otto

pub-

lished an account of the marriage of
Mies Ida McCune and it is a pleasure
now to publish the above, the announcement of the mnrriage of her
The lat
I. rniher Robert H. McCune.
ter resided in this city a few years
ago, and this paper, with friends, wish
him the usual marriage congratulations.

Tut aguTmra

Stock Co.

ROBERT H. McCUNE .AND .MISS
ORA L. PRIEST UNITED IN MARof Albuquerque

and Trinidad, has been awarded the
contract fur the new Agua 1'ura building at Las Vetiiis, which is to be
erected ai the corner of Seventh and
Doimlas, in that town, and work has
'1 lie building
will be
a. ready l.egun.
of liiiek. two sHiries and basement,
it will be 80 fe"t in length, wiih 25
fiuit fruitage. The main front entrance to tlie fir.n tl".-- Will le on
Douglas and the upstairs eiitianre on
iiilts will ''O
Seventh. Capacious
placed in both Mors. Prism
will be used in the from am! sidewalk iights will be installed.
The basement will be used for heat-inThis and
and slorugn purpo-e- s.
the
the fij- Hour will be utilizedhr-- by floor
A'ita Pura company. The
will contain a general office, handsomely furnished and finished, a private office, engineer's office and one
or two additional rooms. On the second floilr will be six elegant offices
in suites of four rooms ami two
rooms. The building will be heated
with steam and all the latest sanitary
improvements will be used.
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DAVE B. LEVIS'

UNCLE
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SPRUCEBY

20 PEOPLE

"HAYSEED"
BAND

Scene
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ALL NEW SPECIALTIES
WATCH FOR THE

Carpets, Rtigs, Matting, Linoleum, o
Cttrtai ns, Pott tet es and j Draperies
And also

o

a full lino ot

4

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

0
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and Winter eOason, new 4
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Grand Operatic Orchestra.
Car Load of Special Scenery.
Novel Mechanical Effect.

Saw-Mil-

We

0

Big Production,

Ethel Tucker BIG PARADE

Our prices are the lowest

Albert Faber,

THE PRICES 35c. 60c. 75c,
Seats on sale at Matson's book
store, Monday, October 30.

9

305 Railroad Avenge

.

NOTE

Southwestern

Electric & Construction Co.

'

oooooooooc

BUILDING AT LAS VEGAS

ooocooc-oo-

o

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

There will be a meeting of tne Pocahontas lodge tomorrow .evening at
7::H) o'clock, at the lied Mens' ha!!.
All members are reqile.- - ted to be pres
ent.
Thei-will t.e a special meeting of
Woman's Chriftian Ti mperanco
I'nion at Mrs. David Stewart's. 'I1
K;iM Coal avenue, at ? o'cloeii tomorrow afternoon.
Business of iaipoii-ai'.ce- .
A full attendance i desired.
Col. W. H. Greer, the New Mexico
manager of the Viclorio Lund and
Cattle company, returned to the city
The
this morning from the south.
colonel says the country looks hie
south of the mat irrtolis and the ca'tie
H
iu the best condition possible.
superintended the shipping of several
train loads of cattle to southern Cal
ifornia, and also to the market at
liakersfield. The colonel is tntlmsias
tic over the stock prospects iu south
ern New Mexico.
Col. Ottn Berger, the big commission merchant and flour dealer on Clipper avenue between First and Second
WHY THE LAWYER
streets, appears today as a "young
man;" of course, literally speaking, he
FAVOR JOINT STATEHOOD is always young, but henceforth he
will be much younger In general apA trailing salesman tor a law pubhas
pearance, and In consequence
lishing firm is authority for the state- sheared off his chin and side whisment that the majority of the lawyers kers acted as a wind shield, in
of New Mexico and Arizonn are In
lie was driver of a very fast,
favor of joint statehood. The sales- green trotter, but the animal cou.d
man, who is an attorney at law him- j not go fast enough to w in. On inves
self, gives as the reason for the law-er- tigating, ho discovered that his whisbeing in favor of joint statehood, kers acted as a wind guard, in op- that they are more thoroughly
poslte directions, and leading horse- with the conditions existing men advised biin to cut them off. He
in both territories than are the rank will bo there with the goods at the
.
and file of people.
spring races.

ELKS' THEATRE
ISIDORE WITMARK'S

Comedy

THD

taurant.

0

s
0

trical Contractors'

at the New York
ter for three months.

As presented

C

n METROPOLITAN

C f
0OOK OsXOdKKC
jU KOs0OSC00CC0The Colorado
Co.

company

JU

NEW AND
AUTISTIC

216 SOUTH SECOND ST.

thea-

Telephone

GORGEOUS PRODUCTION
COSTUMES-N-

EW

Beautifully Gowned

Room 18, N. T. Armljo Building.

MUSIC

Girls

2

MINUTE.
See and hear the latest New York
laughing success,
FUN

mrm

9

o'clock.

The only long distance transmitters
and receivers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest
rates.

5

909009 - sss090G0

EXTRAORDINARY your
heart and warm your house when
It's colli. Fill your bins for next winter now, and avoid the rush.

TWO NIGHTS

FRIDAY

?.Nov.3-- 4

Nelson

1

con-versa-

0OOXOC'OOO

0SOs)00tC0OSOI

000K00Cs)0OSCSJ

OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will gladden

COAL

LOOK!

American Block foal, the best Gallup
mined; Ceri illos I.iirup, the standard
heating coal. All tizes of hard co il.
W00D1
3 full load,
Factory Wood,
t'.rei n
Mill Wood. J.'.'Jo full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto. 'Phone, 416.
Colo. 'Phone. 45.

Before It Is Too Late

Picliffi

Greatest
Lightweight
Battle
Ever Fought

a

ser-vlce-

The Whole Dam Family

SHOWING THE

'

Do you realize tbat you can get
modern telephone service today for
T
what you are paying for Inferior

EVERY

Elks' Theatre
Holiday Presents
and Gifts
Will be Told in
This Space

As-

sociation.

ENGAGEMENT

-t

We give tickets for tbe
Piano Contest.
Member National
Elec-

GMPERDNS

A

2
o
0

rXl;- - Vvtfft

OPERA Success

at

O

Of Every Descrlptloa
Agents for tbe Crocker-WheelDynamos anal
Motors.'
Store and Residence Wti
lng a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrated
"Gyrofans."
See then
tn European Hotel Res-

er

75c, $1 and $1.50. Seats
on sale Tuesday, October 31,

t

Electrical Pumping Plants

THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER

PRICES
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RIAGE.
John H. IuuMilin,

lltl,rim
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Postoffice Vacancies.
Albuquerque The term of office of
R. W. Hopkins will expire January 5,
1906. Mr. Hopkins is a candidate for
Former city councilman,- S. Qrtin8feld and Norman
a clerk at the First National
bank, are other candidates for the position.
v
Santa Fe The term of Paul A. F.
Walter will expire June 26, 1906.
Silver City The term of office ol
Artie E. Galloway will expire January
29, 1906. Mrs. Galloway Is a candiH. H.
date for reappointment, and
Detts, city clerk of Silver " City, opposes her.
Las Cruces Postmaster A. J.
term of office expires February

A QUIET

Uy Rev.

r..r

The terms of the United States
land officers at Santa Fe, M. R. Otero,
register, and Frederick Muller, receiver, will expire January 29 and
January 12, respectively.
Secretary
of the Interior E. A.
Hitchcock has suggested In his annual report that the office of receiver
In federal land offices be abolished,
and it Is possible that when the time
comes for reappointments for these
offices, only the office of register will
be filled, consequently leaving some
of the present office holders put of a

Clayton

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

52

9

,..

12, 1906.

term

r The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

years' record of cures back
of it. and is being taken by most everybody whose stomach Is weak or
bowels constipated.
has

-

The term of office of T'at Garrett,
as collector of customs, expires the
coming December.
i
The terms of office of E. W. Fox,
register, and Albert W. Thompson, receiver of the United States land office, at Clayton, will expire January

6, 1906.

With unknown medicines when you
can just as easily get Hostetter's. It

,.,.

'

Job.

EXPERIMENTING

....

For-aker'-

;

RIGHT MAN

Bare-las-

SOUGHT

1906.

IS

WHAT'S THE USE

June 22 Ada Johnson and William Train Porter Who Assaulted
West, lioih of Albuquerque, by George
Alex Bowie is Positively
R. Craig, justice of the peace.
,
July 10 Elolsa Alexander, of
Identified.
and Louis C. Herrera, of 1m

Ex-

Cruces,
July

21.

BRIGGS

RECORDED AT THE
COURT
BERNALILLO COUNTY
HOUSE SINCE JULY 1.

Future.
MUCH

SWEAR

MARRIAGES

pire in the Near

OFFICES

RECORD

PAGE FIVE.

liefer coii.e In and Uok at our lino of Chest Frotector. It may
save you .some money and j.revent a spell of sickness. See what
l.uy if you want to.
w
liHve

B. H. BRIGGS

First St. and Gold Ave.

&

CO.

Props. AlvaraJo Pharmacy,

Both Phones.

oooooosooooooo

0 Auto

Am

nhone. 31G.

Hell nhone. 11j.

Auto

Commercial Clut Building.

CITY UNDERTAKER.

I

Dhona. No. Sfta.

EJOROtZFiSf funeral Director and Ernbnlmor

Black or White Hearse, $5.00.

PRICES 50c and 75c. Seats on
sale Thursday at Matson's book
store.

Residence

8
O

6
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TELL THE TRUTH
IT "IS BETTER

Wlnsted. Conn., had been hurt In one
wreck.
There wore 1S7 passengers killed in
other than train accidents and 3,542
Injured. This makes a total of D37
passengers killed, and 10.040. the
of Marquette, Mich., Injured.
The total casualties for passengers
was 10.577, er about the population of
Mankato, Minn.
The employes fared worse than Uie
pn.wnpcrs. There were 7!8, or more
than two per day, killed in train accidents, and ".tCi!!, alxmt the population
or Temple. Tex., Injured. This makes
a total equivalent to the imputation of
Everett, Wash., or .Madison. Ind.
In other train accidents there were
J.tiiS employes killed more thin fix
daily and ."ts."4 4 Injured, abfut 1he
population of Little Hock, Ark., or of
Springfield, O.
The tot.il of employes killed in
every way was 3.2;t;, anil injured
4."i.7:ti, or a total of 4:mm"2 casualties,
or as much as the population of Au
rora, ill., and Everett, Wash., com-

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

Philadelphia Paper
FACTS

VERY

BADLY

DISTORTED

In the Philadelphia North American
t October Mth, in a three column
article concerning the affairs of the
defunct Enterprise Natlotinl bnnk of

Allegheny City. Pennsylvania,
and
which article contains many Innucndos
Mil Insinuations, based upon not hint;
Bill hot air concerning the connection
of Delegate V. 11. Andrews of New
Mexico, with the affairs of Die failed
bank, the following Is printed:
"Sidelight on 'Bull's' Road."
"More interesting information about
(he "Hull" Andrews railroad in New
Mexico, which has
partly
beon
financed with funds from the easily
worked Enterprise Slate depository,
reached here today. The little road
fs said to be equipped with one tiny
locomotive, two small combination
for the traveling public and for
freight and a luxurious palace car for
President 'Hull' Andrews.
tie"'Inusethisofpalace
on wheels the 'Unit'
fcax journeyed in style to Washington
auitl other places, the expense of haul-frnIt over the big roads lelng borne
his little company,
it is declared, by
financed with money drawn from
iVnnsylvanla state depositories.
"Claiming 'courtesies' as a railroad
president from the railroad corporations of the country, the 'Hull' has
inula ted enough annual passes to
fill a valise.
"Ily Hashing these when he travels
lie conveys the Impression of being a
must distinguished man, fully qualified
to become a United States senator
from the future great state of New
Mexico."
Story is False.
The above Is an unmitigated falsehood, but whether Intentional or not
on the part of the North American,
this paper cannot say, says the New
Mexican in its comment. That it is
Intentional on the part of the man
who gave the information, is patent
nd that the North American, that is
bitterly and venomously fighting the
l'ennsylvania republican state ticket,
lid not wish to post itself on the
ruth or falsity of the report Is also

w

p

ae-e-- n

patent.

A representative of the New Mexican called on Assistant General Manager S. B. Grlm?haw of the Santa
Ctntral concerning the matter. Mr.
?rinishaw Mated that the business of
the Sarta Fe Central was fcteadily
m the increase, that the road now
had about 100,000 head of sheep ready
for shipment and that during the past
fc-mouths the business
had Increased at a very gratifying rate and
that operating expenses and more had
been paid during these months.
Gives Equipment List.
Aa to the rolling stock, etc., Mr.
Cirimshaw addressed the following letter:
the Editor of the New Mexican,
Santa Fe. New Mexico:
"Dear Sir At your request I beg
Co advise that the engines and equipment on the Santa Fe Central road
Are as follows:
"Locomotives, 6; Mogul type, cylin-

To

der

18x26.

"Two combination cars.
"Two coaches.
"Two cabooses.
"Twenty-fou- r
box cars.
"Forty flat cars.
"Fifteen gondolas.
"Fifteen tank cars.
"This company has no special car
I any description. Employes are paid
promptly on the 15th of each month.
"Yours truly,
"S. B. GRIMSHAW,
""Assistant to President and General
Manager."
No Private Car.
In this connection It is well to state
that Delegate Andrews has never
traveled east in a private car since
be has been a resident of New Mexico"
Whether he travels on passes or not,
the New Mexican does not know and
does not care. The chances are that
tie does and the man who blames him
for that and because he takes advantage of the privileges of his position
ma president of a railroad in this respect, is certainly more or less of a
dam phool!" There Is not a railroad
president or railroad manager In the
ctour.try who does not receive free
transportation over other roads as
n matter of courtesy and in exchange,
and .certainly no defense of the dele-Batin this instance Is necessary."

A'AjflOt

AMlK

FE CENTRAL

The Santa Fe Central Railway has
at present ti.ouu sheep in its Santa Fe
yards, which will be shipped over, the

Ifc'BVer ic Rio Grande railroad to" the
Kan Luis valley where they will be
held for sixty days or more to be fattened prior to their shipment to the
(astern markets. As soon as these
are moved 6,0im more w ill be brought
to Santa Fe for transportation oxer
I ho Denver & Rio Grande
railroad.
The Santa Fe Central is keeping well
up with the shipments and is sending
in the sheep as fast as their connecting roads can furnish them cars.
The total number of future orders
for ihe month of November, which w ill
te handled by the Santa Fe Central,
These will
amount to 97.1100 sheep.
t
shipped as fast as the Denver &
Hio Grande can supply the necessary
c.ars for Hie transporting of them.
Thirty cars were placed at the Santa
Fe yards yesterday to accommodate
the number already In the pens, and
the movements will continue as fast
as the connecting roads can handle

ff

Improved Order of Red Men
Rcd Men Hall
Thursday Eve., November 9, '05
TICKETS
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house bui t
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FORMULATING
FOR HOSPITAL CARS.
Dr. A. H. Farnhelr of Chicago, pass

DYING MAN PICKED
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of

J. KORBER & CO.

1905.)

the

dis- -

Corner of First Street and Copper
trict (court of Bernalillo county, New
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
on
20th.
Mexifto, made and entered
the
proa
1905,
day of October,
in certain
ceeding pending In said court wherein
W'lh.am L. Trimble is plaintiff, and
A. A. Trimble, executor of the last
S.
will and testament of Lawrence
adTrimble, deceased, and
Baililng Scpplies
ministrator of the partnership assets
company,
and the
of w. L. Trimble &
heirs at law and legatees of Lawrence
S. Trimble, deceased, are defendants,
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
numbered 6842 on the docket of said
i
court, the undersigned will, on Wednesday, the 15thday of November,
190b, about the hour of 10 o'clock a.
m., on the premises hereinafter deCARRIAGE TRIMMING AND RE-- V
scribed, sell at public auction to the ft
highest bidder for cash, the following
described real estate situate, lying
Harness, Spring Waoons Built to
and being in the city of Albuquerque, 0
Q
County of Bernalillo and Territory of

RANDELUMBERO.

li
CK

-

'

.

1&7".

.

f-

"'

-

aMVCH

t:

Lots numbered one (1), two (2), ft
three (3), four (4), five (5) and six
(6), of block nine (9), of the original 4
together
townsite of Albuquerque,
with the Improvements thereon, consisting of a frame stable and other
structures used by the firm of W. L.
Trimble & company In the conduct of
the business of said firm.
The sale will be made subject to
the approval of the said court, and 0
upon confirmation of the sale, the purchaser will receive a good and sufficient deed, and will be let into possession of the premises, which will
be sold as a whole, and without division.
A. A. TRIMBLE,
Executor of the last will and testa- ment of Lawrence S. Trimble, de--'
ceased, and
administrator
of the partnership assets ofW. u.
Trimble & company.
- '
--

The Infanta Maria Theresa, sister with no bad traits and no particularly
of King Alfonso, and secoil In succes- good ones, and no one ever heard of
sion to the Spanish thron
will mar y him previous to his engagement to the
Spanish princess. He is now at San
Prince Ferdinand of Bavaria, her Sebastian, the Newport of Spain, and
cousin, before the end of the year. before the marriage will be made a
The princess will be 23 years old In Spanish citizen 'by the cortes.
November and Prince Ferdinand vai
The Infanta Maria Theresa Is the
22 last May.
Tavorite member of the royal family

Is younger
The fact that the
than his fiancee Is adversely commented on in Madrid, but the number
of possible husband's for Alfonso's
ter is limited, and Ferdinand is the
most eligible of all that the Spanish'
statesmen considered. He is a Cath
olic and comes of an Irreproachable
ramlly.
He Is a very ordinary young man
ce

s--

MOVEMENT

No. 6.

TO THE ALVARADO
Workmen are now busy making
needed repairs to the cornice and
stucco work about the Alvarado, and
when finished, the exterior of the big
hotel will present a much better appearance. During the past year the
decorations about the eaves of the hotel have been dropping away, and this
has made the exterior of the hotel
look somewhat shabby.
The work will take consilerable
time, us it Is necessary first to remove all the old decorative work with
a chisel, as it is hard as rock. When
'his is (bine, the frills and scrolls and
;!,. r art woik about the edifice will
le K iif wi d. The Santa Fe station is
also coming in for a share of these
Improvements.
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Seek to cure the kidneys
Save the child from deadly kidney
ills.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys.
J. A. Skinner, dealer in staple and
fancy groceries, 216 West Railroad
avenue, says: "Some time ago there
came to my notice a case of' a child
whose control over the kidney secretions was limited. The ntironta nrn.
cured for it Doan's Kidney Pills at the
Alvarado Pharmacy, and the treatment, according to directions for children, was commenced. In addition to
the limited control there was considerable backache, the complications
fully proving that in some way the
kidneys were either weakened or overexcited. The treatment of Doan's
Kidney Pills so strengthened the kidneys that the annoyance ceased."
For sale by all dealers. Price BO
Foster-Milbuycents.
Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
57
..
n
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NOTICE

REPORT

i

OF SANTA FE ROAD.
ho financial report of the Atliehi-son- ,

Special Master's Sate.
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned special master, appointed
by decree of the court in case numCompabered 0848, Albuquerque
ny against W. S. Strickler, et al, to
advertise and sell the property hereinafter described, will on the 9th day
of November, 1905, at 10 o'clock la
the forentxin, at the front door of the
county court house of the county of
Bernalillo, N. M., offer for sale and
sell to the highest and best bidder for
cash the following described real es-

lnd

tate,

to-wi- t:

IiOts twenty-tw(22), twenty-thre(23) and twenty-fou(24), in Hoed
eleven (11) of the New Mexico Town
o

e

r

Company's addition to the town, now
city of Albuquerque, ad the same are
known and designated on the map of
said addition made by M. J. Mack, C.
15., on file in the office of the probate
clerk and
recorder of said
Bernalillo county on the 2Uth day of
December, 1SH2.
W. E. DAME,

Special Master,

Spend your lcisMre time at the pool
hall at Nu. 115 West Railroad ave- -

CALL

ii

The county commissioners of the
county of Bernalillo, in the territory
of New Mexico, in the exercise of the
option given by law, hereby give notice that the funding bonds dated July
1, 1S95, issued In two series, known
as A and B, respectively, consisting
of 102 bonds of 1500 each, numbered
1 to 102 both Inclusive,
of series A,
and 139 bonds of $100 each, numbered
1 to 139, both Inclusive, of series B,
which are payable at the option of
said commissioners ten years after
the date thereof, mutt be presenred
for payment at the Chemical National
hank in the city of New York, or at
the office of N. W. Harris & company,
in the city of Chicago, ill., on or
the 15th day of November, 1905,
and that iutereat thereon will cease
after said date.
(Signed) ALFRED GRUNSFFLD,
Chairmaa.
J. A. SUMMERS, Clerk.
.
o
"Mother was lucky- - papa bought a
gas range.
be-fo-

u
ER

CHIPS FRESH
DAY AT MAtOVS.

PUBLICATION.

II. E. No. 5!h;s.
Department of the Interior. La ml Office at Santa IV, New Mexico, October 31, I'.i'ia.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed nolice
of his intention to make final proof
in sui, port of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the
e
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on December 5, l!lo5. viz., Juan
lluiitiste Koweniisneh, of Valencia
county, NeW Mexico, for the Si
NW'i, N'to SW'U, section 8, township
12 north, range 7 west.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon
and cultivation of said land,
viz Gertrudes Heco, .!i)ne Gonzales,
HiH'iiia Alonza
and Teodoro Powto,
ail of Laguna, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
pro-hat-

FOR BERNALILLO COUNTY
BONDS.

6ARAT0GA

FOR

' EV-

Q

'HORSESHOEING
CARRIAGE
ALB

conrrtjitreet

Q

PAINTING

UQRQUECARRGECOJ

o o
QUICKEL

BOTHE,

&

0

Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies. Imported
aad Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolesfand highest grade of
lager served. Finest and best llmported and Domestic Cigars.

OOO

o o o o o

o

0

o,

BALDRIDGE
CHICAGO

LUMBER

AINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical, full
measure.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

BUILDING

PAPER
Always
.
"ode Plaster, Lime, Cement,
Paint. Glass, Sash Doors, etc.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
.

City Market

tress.

o

This movement should alternate
with movement No. 5, performing
first, one count of 5, then five counts
of 6.
Take position flat on the floor, as
for No. 5, then lift the legs, from the
waist, to a position perpendicular
with the body, raising them slowly,
and bringing them quite to the door
again for each count.
Open the windows, as fresh air is
necessary.
While performing these
exercises, consider them a recreation
and the result will be more beneficial.

PyA5j7X
WfwvjwIM

.T. C.
N A TIVK AND

A DANGEROUS
MISTAKE.
with the people of Spain. She devotes most of her time to charitable
work, visiting the hospitals and mak- Albuquerque Mothers Should Not Neing clothes for the poor. She has been
glect Kidney Weakness in
well educated, speaks five languages
Children.
and is an accomplished musician. She
Most children have weak kidneys.
is one of the richest princesses in
The earliest warning is bed- - wetEurope, despite the poverty of Spain, ting.
and will take to her husband a dowry
Later comes backache, headache,
Of $12,000,000.
languor.
'Tis a mistake to neglect these troubles.
To blame the child for Its own diso

ooooo
HEALTH EXERCISES

MAKING IMPROVEMENTS

I

of a decree

New Mexico,

.

FINANCIAL

By virtue

SCREEN DOORS

.

f.

f

Gn?fai

NEAR CRAMER.

PRELIMINARY SURVEY BETWEEN GALLUP AND CLIFTON
The first of the week a party of surveyors started the preliminary survey on the line between Gallup and
The
Clifton, says the Republican.
survey is being made lor the prospos- be
ed, power wire to be stretched
tween Gibson and Clifton. The power
will (be generated at Gibson and conveyed over the line to the mines and
reduction works at Clifton and Met-calThe surveyors have completed
the work at this end of the line.
While in Gallup they were camped
near the Cotton corral. This plan of
generating power at this point, thereby saving freight expense and conveying the power by wire will be
watched closely by the owners of
mines in the vicinity, for should the
Arizona Copper company make a suc
cess of their plan, other companies
will undoubtedly follow milt, and a
new market will be found for the fuel
which abounds so plentifully In this
vicinity.

5
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Richardson came
on the desert In the
near peri.-hinvicinity of Kramer Thursday afternoon, says the San Bernardino Index,
lie was rescued in the nick of time
by a Santa Fe engine, midway between Rodrlquez and Kramer. The
engineer ami fireman saw a bundle in
the center of the track and stopped
the train. It proved to be a roan's
coat, made into a bundle, with a $400
draft pinned to the upper side. The
owner of the coat was found in the
brush a little ways off, where he had
crawled to die. He was taken to Bars-towhere he is gradually recovering.
He said he had been to Death Valley.
He had missed all the water holes and
bis two .burros had died. He had been
hours.
without water for forty-eigh- t

OF SALE.

(First publication October

INFANTA MARIA THERESA

. yi'

named

9 ANT A

We have them In all kinds ant
prices.
SPECIAL
LOW
PRICES,
NOW, as we bought a larae ouantitu
direct from the factory.

'

NOTICE

PROSPECTOR RICHARDSON, WHO
HAD BEEN TO DEATH VALLEY,
ON THE DESERT
DISCOVERED
man

. T,r,- -

Horse Blankets and Lap Rouas
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Cold Weather Means
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and foundation..
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. ,v..7f yZ' is
CORNWI WALTER AND

KEEP YOU

cd through the city Sunday night for
California, where be is going in the
Interests of a company that Is being

o

thVmateH,r,e':t - St0ne House
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total of casualties, passengers and employes, is Sll.dU!', the
same as If every resident of Evans- v.lc, Ind., or Hoboken, N. J., had
been lost on a battlefield like that of
Mukden.

Topeka Ai Santa Fe Railway company for September and for the quarter ending September 30 lias been issued. The statement shows an Increase of $7,500 in the net earnings for
September. The following is the re
port :
$ti, 457.931. 86
Gross earnings
Operating expenses
3,852.1 7. 26
2.605, K64. fin
Net earnings
Taxes and rentals
196,027. 8
them.
Increase from operation .. 2,409,11:16.62
Average operated mileage
8,423.21
RAILROAD ACCIDENTS
For Three Months
IN UNITED STATES. Gross earnings
18,109.777.00
In reporting the railroad casualties Operating expenses
11.500,391.00
In the United States for the last fiscal Net earnings
6,609,385.00
the Interstate Commerce Com- Taxes and rentals
666,619.00
mission gives figures which are start- Increase from operation .. 6.042,765.00
ling when compared as follows:
Average operated mileage
8,423
There were 2j0 assengera killed in
train accidents, about the number of Tlie appointment of E. L. Mooney
voters there aie in a fair sized voting to be assistant general auditor of
reeinct.
freight receipts of the Santa Fe railla train accidents there were C,4'.i8 road, with headquarters
Topeka,
passengers injured, equal to the pop- was announced Saturday. atMr. Moon-eulation of Marysviile, Ky.( or
J. n. Stewart, resigned.
Ind.
He has been chief clerk to W. J.
Combining deaths and injuries there llealy, general auditor of freight revera ti,M8 casualties among itBB'U-jfer- ceipt.
In train accidents, tlie same as
if the entire population of Gloucester,
Charles 11. Eddy, promoter and for
J.,
or of Greenville, Tex., or of mtr president or the El Paso &
N.
riffin, Ga., or of Kftnton, O., or of Northeastern railroad,
arrived in
Tit 1 bul la, La., or of Peru, HI., or of LI Pao frwtu New York.
Sey-luou-

--
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UNDER THE
AUSPICES OF THE

GIVEN

r(.r J:n y

e

SOTA

Annual Ball

lfe-Secon-

bined.
Tlie Rrand

formed to establish at Home California
point a model sanitarium for tuberculosis patients.
While at Santa Fe Dr. Farnhelr told
a representative of the New Mexican
about a newly designed hospital car
that the Santa Fe, Bock Island and
Southern Pacific railroads are thinking of putting on their different roads.
The caf contains all modern appliances usually found in a hospital, the
doctor said, and in addition has a
dietary kitchen, moveable operating
tables, and berths, so constructed that
they can be raised or lowered to any
When not in use
desired height.
these berths sink into the floor of the
car, ieavlng'the floor space free,, with
movable chairs for seats.
In the doctor's opinion, this Is one
of the finest hospital cars that has yet
been devised, and he thinks that In a
short time all roads running Into the
wet tern country will have their trains
equipped with one of these hospital
cars.

1905.

AIN'T HE THE FLIRT!

n

Vicious Falsehood About the
Santa Fe Central by a

1,

8.

John W. Abbott, Prop.

T. VANN. O. D.

Eyesight Specialist.

President of New

Mexico

Board

Bt

Only th

of

Optometry.
First established optician In New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight.
headache and nervous strain.
Office Room 9. Whiting block. Ap
pointments
made at Vann's drug
store.

Butter Meats, and Eggs
109 North Second St.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Washington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.

M.

i

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
412

Office and Factory
WEST COPPER AVENUE.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Phones, Auto. 108; Oolo., Black

GO TO

2C5

OOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOCXJOOOOOC.
O. F. PL ATT.

The real cleaner and dyer. Ladles' and gentlemen's
fine
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
266-2- .
Automatic 'chone. 675.

OOOOOCXDOOOOCOCOOOCXXXXXXI

A. W. HA YD EN
LIVERY. SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

Thos. F. Keleher

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
W9
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

DRAGOIE

THE

New Planing Alill
South of Viaduct, on First Street.

Special Machinery
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
G. E.

GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.
O. DINS DALE

HIGHLAND' LIVCR

STABLE

Boarding Horses a Specialty

HAYGOOD

PAINTS,

A Disastrous Calamity.
It Is a disastrous calamity, when
you lose your health, because
n
For Moving the Sick or Injured.
and constipation have sapped
Prompt Serive Day or Night.
it away. Prompt relief can be had in
6. W. STRONG'S SONS
Dr. King's New Life Pills.
They
build up your digestive organs, and Colo. Phone. 75.
'Automatic. 147
cure headache, dizziness, colic, constipation, etc. Guaranteed by all druggists; 25c.
Movin
Drayin
Shipptn
Every woman wants a fine evening
coat, but Che price has always been
FREIGHTS
too high for the greater majority. Not
so now, for if you will attend the sale
You have us once, you'll
of tine coats at the Golden Rule Dry
Goods company, you will find them
call again.
Prices right;
pilced within the reach of all. See
there ain't no gougin".
window display.

AMBULANCE

The Cleaner

do ail your CARPET,
HOUSE and WINDOW CLEANING, and doctor your stove, at
the rate of 25 cents per hour.
Phone Red, 271.
Auto, 630.
3II North Seventh Street. 3 1 1
Will

indi-gesilo-

SARATOGA
CHIPS FR-8ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.

EV-

Py

Alluquerque Transfar Men

KILL the COUCH
nd

CURE the LUNC8

Br. King's
Hew Discovery
WITH

OIVSUVPTION

OUGHSand
OLDS

Pries

50c

t J 1.00

Free Trial.

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
I LX3, or JlOX.iZl

itACIL

I
IMS

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

1,

BURNED TO DEATH AND
BURIED ALIVE FOR WITCHERY

t-
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THE OLD MAN OPIROFF.
not exterminate the evil spirit, they
decided to burn the old man alive.
Human Sacrifice.
They prepared a bonfire of wood
on the village green, and then went
In a body and dragged the old man,
too feeble to resist, to the pyre. He
was tied1 to a stack of wood, men,
women and children gathered around,
and the wife of one of the village
elders set fire to the faggots. In a
frantically
Opiroff,
few
minutes
slireiking fcr mercy, expired, amid the
rejoicings of the villagers.
To the surprise of the peasants the
death of the "sorcerer" brought alout
no Improvement in their harvests. The
trouble continued, icattle died, and the
villagers were unable to obtain ex
pected reductions in their taxes. One
of the older peasants remembered that
they had forgotten to perform the
rite of exercising the evil spirit.
Acme of Fanaticism.
The villagers thereupon marched to
the grave at midnight and exhumel
the charred remains. To the spot
where Opiroff had been burned to
death the 'bones were escorted by a
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Wholesale Grocers
Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers

Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meat.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
"Chicago Is the nerve center of this Masonic building, North Third Street
"
country, kiijs one of lis distinguished
citizens. If he means that Chicago is
B. A. SLE YSTEtt
the rcmer of tierv of this country noINSURANCE,
REAL ESTATES
body will contradict him.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Klock, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
j Slouchm-ncbakery and will lake posHome time r'.iis week.
'
Smoke the White Mly Cigar.
.Mr. Leaning, r lias been the riglit
Indicator dining the
CIGARS
JOE RICHARDS
liioat o. Its exislence. He did the Jot,
and together wi, i.eUa,
113 12 W. Railroad Arenue.
spelnd tile It.ir.l words for the editor
Dun is always painstaking and trustworthy. If he says the pumpkin l'ies
PIONEER BAKERY
are to be knee deep, they'll be so, and
SIMON feALLINO. Proprietor.
if he promises the holes in the dough(Successor to Balling Bros.)
nuts to be lii inches aerosa they'll uot
tO.) WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
be 15 inches.
st I.afayeMe
We desire patronage and ire guarIndicator.
antee first class baking.
Then after the Mutual trustees ia.- - 207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque,
vestieato MeCurdv he mav Invest ieate
himi-elf- .
And after that the New York
CXXXXXXXXXXXT
superintendent of insurance may Investigate the department
of insurance.
$25 California $25
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$ 19.000

AUTOMOBILE!
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j COM-

GROSS, KELLY

HOISTING
HAS BEEN

The

Hendrie

1

Franco-America-

n

l

& CO.

11S9

R0SENF1EL0, The Pawnbroker. The Man You Can Trus
Railroad avenue, next door to the S"t. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M. Y
T
Railroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

GO'ETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'8

tisKiie-hniMiti-

aaffg'.nf

rs

Mg'Jga

det",yt.

In

road avenue.

117 WEST

C553B"'

HSKESB

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger HoteL
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

CONVICT.

court
Secnndino Knmcto
di rk of Las Wsas and may t r of that
city, on .!oiida morn us a' his ranch
,
near ihat city, capitirtd
Komaldn Yarela, an i'scaped convict
had man.
Romero
mill all around
nteppt'4 out of th front door of his
ranch house, .nly to come face to
face wlili the heavily tinned desperado, whom he recognized m once, as
.
....
o ,
Having m't'ii hein ui exn'iii i.ea
i'Ra")
for burglary. Mr. Konu ) jumped
hack into the hou-- e for his rilie. and
arela, thinking that he 'tis going to
flee out of the hack door cf the ranch
house, cocked and Hvelrd his
on that point. Instead of going out at the back door
Romero
stepped out of the front door again,
and before Yarela could et in action Romero had knocked 'lim down
and disarmed him. He wa taken to!
Las Yegas and turned over to the!
sheriff and was taken hack to the ter--j
ritorial penitentiary jester iay. The'
capture of Varela is considered vtryj
important, as he has been leading a
band of cattle thieves in central New
Mexico ever since he escaped from
the penitentiary.

FOUND AT LAST

r

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

N. T. Armijo Building.
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of The Atchison, Topeha
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Santa
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Railway

The Beleif Town aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsitc

Win-clust-

cost-in- s
Of 1.000 business and residence lots, size 2ZxU2 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shide trees; public school house,
large
winery;
hotels.
daily;
three
150
barrels
capacity,
mill,
$16,000; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1,500 Inhabitants;
largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Holler
etc. Helen is the largest shipping point for wool, Hour, wheat, wine, beans and hay In Central New Mexico, its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the m ar future cannot be eistlutated.

ALL

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

CO OVER

The lot3 offered are in the center of the city, 'well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation); no sand or grave!
coal and wood yard, drus stoie, harness fhop, etc, etc. Also a
modern hotel.
tirst-clao-

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

first-clas-

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, jeweler, piumtun? snop, pianing nun.

s

s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
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WM. M. BERGER, Secretary

JOHN BECKER, President
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Belen is 31 miles eouth of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los "Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico
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Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine wflh which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

AVENUE,

RAILROAD

Santa Fe Restaurant

307 West Railroad Avenue.
Oat or Night
'Phones.

Betb

Proprietors.

WHERE TO Pircra WELL

?

Call and enjoy

Dealers

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

The Fuehr Undertaking Company
the city
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr

is the pool hall, No. 115 West Rail-

Oar

and

The Fxitme Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

CAPTURES DESPERATE

Mothers everywhere praise One Minute Cough Cure for the sufferings it
has relieved and the lives of their little ones it has saved. A cer'ain cure
for Coughs, Croup and Whooping
Cough.
Sialics breathing easy, ruts
oyt phlegm, and draws out the inflammation. Sold by ail druggists.

Ono or the nfcest places

17,

w

O. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

l--

The Williams Dtug Co.

CO.

7

Roller.

Wholesale

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet A.
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St, Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue ane
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

A. E. WALKER,

A High

0)0S0

EAKIN,

MELINI

i

"Miss Oldgal has been spending
great deal of time lately looking u
the family tree.
"I've no doubt she'll find it a chest
nut."

Diamonds

00000X0

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

lis

q

COLORADO

I can save you money on Diamonds. When you
buy diamonds from me you trade with a reliable
house; that means you buy diamonds right.
When you buy diamonds right you have a safe
investment, that's as good as government bonds Diamonds Increase
in value every year, and they bring pleasure, win hearts and increase
your prestige. You are cordially invited to call and inspect my
beautiful line of gems at prices Jewelers cannot buy at wholesale
what I offer at retail.

The mob of
fanatical peasants seized the priest
carried him back to the cemetery,
and threw him into the open grave
from which the body of Opiroff had
."Stuffing the Goose."
Hillsboro Creamery Butter Beet
Just been exhumed. The grave was
Earth.
quickly filled In, and the priest was
The president of Harvard has warn
buried alive.
eil the foot hnll nlnvpra thit thov muut Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
ine peasants clancea over tne grave be gentle. Odds against Harvard are
id tne si rams 01 vim music, ana men heavier
214 South Second Street.
dispersed.
It is said that Admiral Togo hands
&
over every cent of his salary o hig
wife. Don't suppose the Japanese will FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
complain, so long as he doesn't deed
LOANS
his house to her.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.
"He sacrifices everything to art."
"Yes, even time and paint."
CLARK VILLE PRODUCE CO
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
A New York millionaire was sent to
Wholesale and Retail
Outlook. It is understood the new ; jail in France for killing a nhlld. No
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
management has paid off all the out- - j wonder France isn't a country of mill
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
BimiuiiiK BiuouiiLa una win buuu uo?n luiianes
602 South First Street Both Phones
this celebrated mine worked to the
"Isn't that poor old Jack Dane
full capacity of its five Huntington
mills, which means there is money in widow?"
."Yes, she was, but I think she
It. The Vera Cruz is all right, and
Will Getter's now.
He spends nine
riRE
Col. Laflamboy Is its mayordomo.
INSURANCE.
tenths of his time with her."
RUMORS OF RICH
Secretary Mutual Building Associa
GOLD STRIKE NEAR SIAM.
tion. Office at J. O. Haldrldges Lam
ber yard.
Various rumors have been rife for
the past few days at Needles
the
TOTI A GRADI
strike of some very rich gold ores
south of Slam, a small station on the
Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Dealers
in
This
Santa Fe, west of Needles.
Grain and Fuel.
country has been prospected before
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and great iron deposits have been lo
and Cigars. Place your orders for
cated in the years past.
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
STRIKE MADE ON
MILLER-HOLMEPROPERTY.
It is reported at Needles that a
very rich strike has been made on the
REDUCED PRICES
Mill
property in the San
Plates, JS.00;
On Dental Work.
Francisco district on Silver Creek, by
Gold Crowns, 6.00; Fillings, $1.00
the uncovering of four feet of ore
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
which will run Into the hundreds of
50c. All guaranteed.
dollars in value per ton.

c

DENVER,

0000000s;

Oaas)
Unredeemed

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees, Im
boden's Granite Flour.

Fort Bayard, N. M., Oct. 23. 1905.
Sealed proposals in triplicate,
for
furnishing material and constructing
Addition to Officers" Infirmary here
will be received until 11 a. m., Nov.
27, 1905, and then opened.
Proposals
for entire work or for construction,
plumbing, heating, and lighting, separately, "will be considered. U. S. reserves right to accept or reject any
os all proposals, or any part thereof.
Envelopes
containing
proposals
should be endorsed "Proposals for Adaddition to Officers' Infirmary,"
dressed to Captain S. P. Vestal, Q. M.

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.
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Father Constantine.

FOR THIRTY YEARS

162M639 Seventeenth Street.

Mines and Minerals
ORE BY RAIL.
The Empire Gold Mining and Milling company is preparing to transfer
ore from the Bonanza mine, Sierra
county, to the mili by rail, a distance
of 4.100 feet. Track laying has already commenced. The ten additional
stamps for the mill are on the ground
and It is expected that they will be
in place ready for work in about three
weeks.

SPECIALTY

ELECTRIC, COMPRESSED AIR, GAS OR GASOLINE.
Write us your conditions and wa can supply your wants. Spa
ctal Hoist Catalogue on application.

Stopovers allowed in California. For particulars, call
on any agent
H. S. LUTZ.
Agent.
J. J. BYRNE,
G. P. A., Los Angeles, Cal.

RANKIN

RICH

OUR

STEAM.

Sept. 15 to Oct. 3!

F. G. PRATT

TRANSFERRING

CO., INC.

j

Established In 1882

(

&,

MACHINERY

Second Class Colonist Rates

HflSf

u2!
THE PRIEST CONSTATIXE.
dance round them, to weird music by
tljp trumpeters.
While this exorcism was proceed
ing, the village priest. Father
suddenly appeared.
The peasants greeted him with enthusiasm, believing he had couie to
besprinkle the sorcerer's remains with
holy water, and thus lend a religious
aspect to the ceremony.
Father Soiustantine, however, rebuked them for their Impious barbar- ism, cursed their superstition and de-nounced themas heathen.

AND LAS VEGAS

hd

OWN

VALUABLE PROPERTIES
NEAR SEARCHLIGHT.
John J. Grossman, president and
gene ill manager of the
Exploration, Mining and Milling
company, owning valuable properties
in the Crescent
district, west of
Searchlight, was in Needles last week.
He expects to return to the district
for a few days and then will start in
about ten days for Paris, France. A
MERCHANT TAILORING
contract has been let for the sinking
of aoo fgeet on the ledge which is
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST from 40 to loo feet wide, carrying free
O.
AVENUE,
BAM values in gold.
RAILROAD
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
EXHIBITING SAMPLES
OF FINE SPECIMENS.
My merchant tailoring shop is upSteve Macy is exhibiting some fine
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- specimens
ore from the
nue,' where I solicit the patronage of Union groupof ofSeperrillte
mines upon which he
the public. All work guaranteed first-clas- Is doing assessment
work, says the
as I have had fifteen years' ex- Hillsboro Advocate.
Mr. Macy says
perience in the business. Suits made the
ore carries two and eight
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
ounceB platinum to the ton
repaired. The specific I use will not as well as good
gold values.
injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made VERA CRUZ MINE
to order. Give me a trial.
IS ALL RIGHT.
O. BAMBINI.
C. II. Laflamboy. who Is at the head
o
of the reorganization
qf the Vera
Every Ounce You Eat.
Cruz mine, passed through White Oaks
Kvery ounce of food yen eat that fails on the way to his home at St. Louis,
to digest does a pound of harm. It Michigan, a few days ago, gays the
turns the entire meal into poison. This
not only deprives ihe Mood of the nec
essary
material, hut. it
poisons it. Kodol I'spepsia Cure is
stfhiO i'Vs
u perfect digestant. It digests the food
regardless of the omlition of the
stomach. It allows tal oran to rest
and get strong anaia. Relieves the
Belching, Heart Bun, Sour Stomach,
Indigestion, Palpitaiitn of the Heart,
etc. Sold by ail druajists.
ESCAPED

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Automatic 'phone, 635. Office, 2084
uz
liable
West Gold Avenue.
A feller's Jlst
t' fall fruni the" top c.v n
ladder u fum .Y mVtdle
THIRD

A stranger In Chicago tried to throw
away $t!.ooo the other day, but the
police stopped him. If somebody had
Th Diit' Fat
The peasants, many intoxicated and tried to take it away from Hie man,
the police wouldn't have Interall unusually excited by their weird
rites, cried that the evil spirit had fered.
left Opiroff only to enter the body of
Some Household Stunts.

U. S. MAIL SERVICE

Nicholas Abdalla, general merchant
at Lemltar, Socorro county. Is In the
city transacting; business, with local
Mr. Abdalla says that
merchants.
grain crops were very good the past
year la the neighborhood of Lemitar,
And that alfalfa made an extra fine
yield.
The lakes In the vicinity of Lemitar
are covered with ducks.
Mr. Abdalla says that the residents
of Lemitar have much trouble In getting their mail. Sometimes letters
and papers arrive several days late,
very often to the inconvenience of
both the persons who send them and
to those to whom they are addressed.
He Bays that he doesn't know exactly
where the trouble lies, whether it is
the railway mail service that is bad,
or whether the trouble is wltE tUe
Lemitar postofflce, but wherever it is
he thinks that it should be corrected.
The attention or Postmaster
is called to the above matter.

'

THE BURNING OF OPIROKF.
long procession headed by trumpet rrs
Opiroffs bones
and flute players.
were placed on the ground, and a company of peasants executed a strange

MERCHANT ASSAILS

LEMITAR

r

'

A
Iff?

SEVEN.

& CO.

All

Intending It as an
expiatory offering to drive away Impending famine and ruin, peasants at
a horrible
committed
Selzakrieza
crime.
The harvest has been the worst In
beninny years, and the peasant
lieved their misfortune was canned by
one Opiroff, 70. long suspected of having mceret dealings with the devil.
It was formally resolved at. a meeting
of village elders to kill Opiroff. Fearing that an ordinary execution might

?

N. PEACH

Meat Market

Odes? a, Nnv. 1.

'it
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Almost Unbelievable Superstition in
the Twentieth Century Consigns a
Feeble Old Man and a Priest to
Dense Ignorance
Terrible Deaths
of Crimean Monjike.
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MEN'S WORK SHOES
MEDIUM

FOR

JUST THE THING

HEAVY,

WEAR.

FALL

THE

UPPERS ARE MADE OF KANGAROO CALF. THIS IS A SOFT
LEATHER, EASY ON THE FOOT, AND WILL NOT CRACK OR

2

SKIN.

SOLES AND

THEY HAVE HEAVY SINGLE

ONE-PIEC-

THE VAMPS ARE CUT FULL LENGTH
AND LASTED UNDER THE TOE. HEAVY TWILL IS USED FOR
THE LINING. THIS PREVENTS WRINKLES AND MAKES THE
ALL SEAMS ARE STITCHED WITH
SHOE COMPORTABLE.
LEATHER INSOLES.

EX-TR-

STRONG

THREAD, AND IF THEY

SHOULD RIP WE WILL

SEW THEM UP FREE OF CHARGE.

Cap Toe Lace
Plain Toe Lace

$2 .00

PRICE

ONLY

OOOO)000s)000O500
A FALL IN CANNED GOODS. .
Especially as to prices Is certain to
please you. With tbe Incoming tide
of fresh vegetables and fruits, ir
roust get rid of our canned stock fine
b It is and our reduced prices will
make them move in a hurry. Mark
you: they're Just as good and sweet
as the day they were "put up," but
out they must go, to your great bene
fit. Hurry up if you want any.

F.

r.

TROTTER

Nob. 118 and 120, South Second St.

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good Qualities In everv standard ntiwv

THE

5

iu:

GENUINE CHECKERING

The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, la admitted to be
of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

tne 8tanrtard

X

TIIK AVIIITSO
114

MUSIC CO.

SOUTH SECOND OTREET.

sa
Glass,

Lttmbeiy

Cement and Rex Flintkote
ROOf i n g.

Mail .'Orders Promptly Filled.

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

LUMBER
-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
THOUGHTS OF XMAS.
BY NOVEMBER 1 THE RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR STUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT 13 TO DIVIDE
THI3 NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THIS MONTH THAT- WE
MAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:
TROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
1 WE WILL GIVE ONE
11x14 ENLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLAT-INUCABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT

0
0

-

5;

announcement

g

CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
COST.
MOON & KELEHER. MAK-

ERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.

OiOl

DIAMONDS

When bovpht right are a good investment. Our prices are right. We Invlu
you to call and examine the beautlf il diamond good we
are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

Mall order

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

SILVERWARE,

receive special attention.

EVERITT

-

ETC.

LEADING JBWELER
- ......

VERY LITTLE

and Thursday,

The Inns of the city are playing
marbles, nml hoiuo of the ImlH are
"keep"
Into professional
players.
Hon .Jaffa, of the Jijffa (Jrooery company returned last niKht from Chicago, where he has been the past two
weeks on businesB.
Dr. C Klehl, a young physician from
Kllnt, Michigan, Is In the city, ami
will establish himself In room Ifi, in
the N. T. Arinljo building.
J. A. Weinman of the Golden Rule
dry goods store. Is hack from a purchasing trip to Denver, where he went
to buy a large stock of 'holiday goods.
Mrs. A. Van Riper Is confined to her
home as Ihe result of a severe fall
sustained last night while walking
along Railroad avenue near Second
street.
Meyers, of the Ernest
Ernest
Meyers company, left this morning on
a liquor selling expedition over tbe
Banta Fe Central and Rock Island
railroads.
Eugene Kenipenlch,
formerly a
clerk at the clothing store of Simon
Stern, is in tbe city representing the
wholesale dry goods store of Charles
llfeld of Laa Vegas.
M. A. Ross, the timber Inspector,
left this morning for the Gallinas
mountains, where be will inspect some
timber. The Gallinas mountains are
located, In Lincoln county.
Superintendent James K, Allen, of
the Albuquerque Indian Bcbool, la
attending to official business at Santa
Ana today. Santa Ana Is a small Indian pueblo Just north of Ilernalillo.
J. R. Manby, of Trinidad, Colo., extensive sheep raiser, Is spending a
few days in the city negotiating with
local sheep commission
merchants
for the purchase of a large number of
the fleecy animals.
M. Mandell, the Railroad avenue
clothier, returned last night from a
trip to Denver. While away Mr. Man
dell purchased a large stock of the
latest novelties In gents' furnishings
for the holiday trade.
E. J. Walker, Grover J. Mann and
J. S. Hills were three unfortunates
to appear before Judge Crawford in
police court tnis morning on the
charge of drunkenness.
Each was
fined the customary $5 or given five
days on the rock pile.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Sturgos, who
sojourned the past month on. the
southern California
coast, have returned io the city. Hoth report themselves in excellent health. Their
young son. Lloyd, was left in south
ern California for a few weeks.
Mrs. A. Leavltt, of Grand Rapids,
Mien., mother of Miss Sadie Leavltt,
of the high school faculty, reached
the city last night on delayed train
No. 1. Mrs. Leavltt waa a passenger
on the
Santa Fe train No. 1,
which was wrecked near Kansas City
on Monday, but fortunately escaped
uninjured.
Foundmastor Ward .today reported
to the marshal that some mischievous
boys last night tore off the door to
the dog pound and released a dozen or
more canines confined there awaiting
transportation to the realms of dog
heaven. Ward worked hard to capture
the dogs and is grieving considerably
over their escape.
The Optic says: Mr. and Mrs. Jas.
G. McNary and children left for Boston, Mass, where they will be the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Dean.
ihe latter part of rxevember they will
go to Pittsburg, Pa., to be present at
the marriage of Misa Margaretta Mc
Nary to Henry T. Bowie of Chicago.
They will also visit tbe national cap
ital and other eastern cities before
returning to Las Vegas, about six
weeks hence.
There is a law on the city books
against keeping alleys in a condition
menacing tbe public health, whether
these alleys are public or known as
private alleys, and if certain people
dc not cease throwing their rubbish
and washing suds In same, supplemented with tin cans. Commissioner
Tlerney will have hi book full of
complaints in a very short time. Com
plaints of alley desecrators come to
The Citizen from all Quarters of the
city and Commissioner Tlerney has
enlisted Chief of Police McMil.in in
t he reform movement in this particular direction.
You can almost Imagine that you
are Inhaling the fraugrauce of the ap
ple blossoms during some of the
scenes in the charming play of "Uncle Josh Spruceby" and, dear reader.
we will let you into the Becret, you
are not imagining it, as it is a reality.
During the scene in question the theater is secretly perfumed by the
sprinkling of apple blossom perfume
through the house.
This may be
thought a little costly but nothing is
too good for the patrons of the play.
So say tbe managers, and they are
the men who carry the little hatchets,
jvst the same as the Immortal George
W. At the Elks theater tonight.
d
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MADE BY
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SOCIETY

DAMAGE
NOT
AN

OFFICERS
POLICE FORCE.

Benevolent So.
ciety's Bills for October
Amounted to $73.45.

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
rain tonight
Warmer tonight.

PRANKS

REPORT-

ARREST
OF CITY

Seven, charitable ladies of the Non- Sectarian Helievolent society mot this
afternoon In the ollice of F. W.Clancy
to pay bills tor the poor of the city
lor the uion h of October.
These bills were as follows:
$16.50
Rents
22.75
Fuel
34.20
Groceries

Vou Have a Choice of Many Styles
It

so little.
Our selection
comprises
every
Style worth having, and every good
fabric from the world's looms, in the
best overcoatings
produced, tailored
and finished In a manner that can
only be approached by the very best
custom tailors.

Ovetcoats H0

SIMON
STERN
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

OF SPRING LAMBi
FOUR TRAINS LOADED AT
DALENA AND TWO AT

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

MAG'

Hon. Solomon Luna returned to the
city last night from Estancia, on the
Santa Fe Central, where he made preparations to deliver a portion of a
large sale of spring lambs to the firm
Akin, of Fort Collins,
of Harris
Colo. Those shipped from Estancia
will load aliout two trains and will be
moved to Kansas, Nebraska and Colorado, over the Santa Fe Central and
the Rock Island railroads. Althougn
the sheep have been ready for some
time, shipment has been delayed by
the scarcity of cars. Sufficient cars
are expected to reach Estancia
however, and the trains will
be loaded tomorrow.
Tonight Mr. Luna will leave for
Magdalena, Socorro county, where
four trains of the lambs sold to Harris
& Akin will be loaded for shipment
to points above mentioned.
Mrs. O. Bauer today purchased the
L. W. Galles rooming house In the Garcia block, corner of Railroad avenue
and Fifth street. Mrs. Bauer will
and will
take charge Immediately,
make It one of the leading rooming
houses In the city.

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

Belting,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

WHITNEY COMPANY
South First Street

M3-HM-

Nortl.

401-4- 03
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MERCHANTS
The .nklv

Short OrrUr Ltinrh
Room in theCitv. Fine Coffee

aspvcuty. 216

S. Second St.

K4K4044

C
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CHAS. F. MYERS.

0

IS West Railroad Ave

1 1

IU7

auuth Second St.

C400i v.x4K0400400

Two Btg Stores
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Proprietors
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HARDWARE
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M. GUSSAR3FF,

Subscribe for the Evening Citizen

POST

B. J.

0

8

04040K000
Ibil Mlllllkll
Or between meals, any time, tn
fact, one of our "La Plata Eagles" is a delightful smoke. They
have a delicious flavor, and are
good clear through, from end to
end. They please the most critical smoker. This Is only one
of the many good things In our
stock of choice cigars. We mention a few others to show you
our values:
Don Florip, 3 for
25o
Don Recardo, 2 for
25c
High Life
Sa
Dependable, 5c Little 8ulUno,5o

lmzwJ-tei&-

Cut
Flowers
IV ES,

0

m

E

Specialty thu week is
Fresh Cot FVowr-IVES- ,
Also
Chrysanthemums.
THE FLORIST.
Roses, Etc- We offer today a men's work shoe
at $2, that looks neat, fits well and
Santa Fe Ave.
319
feels easy right from the beginning.
It is unexcelled In wear. We invite
Aut. Phone 118
com-nnryou to examine this shoe and
it with th srrade you have been
getting at this price, and you'll agree
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywnere"
with us that this shoe is an excep-ttonal good value. C. May's shoe better cook with safe gas.
I
store, 814 West Railroad avenue.
Subscribe for The Evening Citfsen

oooo
WM. M'INTOSH.

RETAIL

0

Now is the Time
To get your Stove Wo: It done before the rush. Quick Meal, John
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection Home Base
Durners; Mountain Oak and O cat Western Heaters. The most complete line In the city,
(
;J
i

QUICK

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shea?
For everybody

who wants to make a

stroke.
different sizes and 8tyle9 to select from. Try a Wlasj
clean-cu- t

Te

carry many

MEAL RANGES.,

QUICK MEAL

M

We offer for ten days only any $uit or
Overcoat in our West window for Fifteen
Dollars. tudy the window and comp
xp
pare values.
p
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Agents for
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WASHBURN CO.
Second Street

?.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

LUNA SELLS SIX TRAINS

f--w-

122 SoutK

f

I

n

and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

and

West Gold Avenue

to $30

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

HOT IJLAST HEATERS

119

little ahort of marveloua how

l

a finished coat, of the quality we
show, can be produced and sold for

PLUMBING

'tile

3U'

COAT HAS LONG

DISAPPEARED;
INSTEAD,
WE
HAVE THE GREAT COAT, WITH
BROAD
8HOULDERS,
ROOMY
SLEEVES AND GENEROUS SKIRT.
FIFTY-TWAND 64INCHES IS
NOT TOO LONG FOR THE AVERAGE
MAN.
THEY ARE VERY
HANDSOME, THE8E
BIG COATS;
COMFORTABLE AND
REASONABLY PRICED.

n

AT LOWEST PRICES.

E.

IN VOGUE

AND

tick-tack-

$73.45
Total
The money the society had on hand
October 1, after receiving Its quarter
ly check of $lb from the city and pay
ing the bills of September, amounted
to $123.90.
Alter deducting the expenses of
October from this amount, the society
has $50.45 to keep the poor of tho city
during the months of November and
December, which is entirely Inadequate, as the fuel and grocery bills
increase as the cold weather increases.
Resides dispensing this money for
necessities for the oor, tho secretary
during the month of October spent
A fine place to while away the
$16.75 in fairs for poor people desiring to reach friends. This money was hours at the pool hall. No. 115 West
solicited by members of the society as Railroad avenue.
it was needed.
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
After the routine business of the the new.
meeting had been accomplished, the
o
matter of the associated charities, the
GOETZ'S PICAUt.Lt AT MALOY'S
organization for which a meeting is
called at. the Elks' opera house tomorrow afternoon, was discussed.
The
Benevolent society ia heartily in favor of an associated charities or any other organization, which will assist in caring for
the poor. When the society was organized several years ago, it had little trouble in caring for the home
"
poor, as the transient poor in this city
then did not amount to any considerable numbers. In recent years the
city has grown and so has the number of its poor, until the small allowance of $12ll per quarter made by the
city Is wholly inadequate. The transient poor have also Increased, and
something must be done to relieve the
Call
situation.
Apparently It Js up to the city to
organize an association of charities,
and the plan discussed at the meeting held at the Commercial club, which
is tbe plan in vogue in nearly every
city, is the one to be Adopted.,

1905.

THIS IS THE DAY OF THE BIG
'COAT OF GENEROUS PROPORTIONS. THE "SKIMPY," 8HORT

"Ono of the quietest
Hallowe'en
nights in the history of Albuquerque,"
is the way Chief of Police McMHlln
today described the festivities of the
time honored custom last night. There
was not an arreHt made, which shows
that tbe small boy confined his deviltry within the bounds of the law,
and as a result there wa very little
if nny, destruction of property.
This does not mean that tho kids
did not have fun. They had that,
and plenty of It. They amused themselves by putting torpedoes on tho
Ktreot car tracks late In the night, and
frightening the sleepy passenger out
s
of bis wits; they placed
on
the windows and carried off a few
gates, but beyond this, there was little if anything lolng.
In honor of the night several pleasant, social events were given, In which
games appropriate
for Hallowe'en
were the prominent features.
University
students are all
The
right, especially on Hallowe'en night.
night
they took the horse of
Last
President Tight out of the barn,
painted the animal blue and marched
It to the university library room, upstairs. Once upstairs, the animal was
tied to a post, and then the mischievous boys departed for their various
homes.
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Winchester Riflct and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse
Wind Mills, STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.
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